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The recent publication of three books on Maria Gaetana Agnesi (1718–1799) offers an opportunity to reflect
on how we have understood and misunderstood her legacy to the history of mathematics, as the author of an
important vernacular textbook, Instituzioni analitiche ad uso della gioventú italiana (Milan, 1748), and one of the
best-known women natural philosophers and mathematicians of her generation. This article discusses the work
of Antonella Cupillari, Franco Minonzio, and Massimo Mazzotti in relation to earlier studies of Agnesi and
reflects on the current state of this subject in light of the author’s own research on Agnesi.
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La recente pubblicazione di tre libri dedicati a Maria Gaetana Agnesi (1718-99) è un’occasione per riflettere su
come abbiamo compreso e frainteso l’eredità nella storia della matematica di un’autrice di un importante testo in
volgare, le Instituzioni analitiche ad uso della gioventù italiana (Milano, 1748), e una fra le donne della sua gener-
azione più conosciute per aver coltivato la filosofia naturale e la matematica. Questo articolo discute i lavori di
Antonella Cupillari, Franco Minonzio, e Massimo Mazzotti in relazione a studi precedenti, e riflette sullo stato
corrente degli studi su questo argomento alla luce della ricerca sull’Agnesi che l’autrice stessa sta conducendo.
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Calculations of Faith 2491. Mathematical witches and other myths of Agnesi
In the annals of mathematics the Milanese mathematician Maria Gaetana Agnesi (1718–
1799) occupies a peculiar niche. (Figure 1) Most popularly and erroneously, Agnesi is known
as the woman who discovered a cubic curve that the English mathematician John Colson,
while occupying the Lucasian professorship of mathematics formerly held by Newton, called
the “witch,” leading to its modern description as the “witch of Agnesi” [Agnesi, 1801, Vol. 1,
p. 222].1 In a slip that we must consider the mathematical equivalent of Freud’s famous mis-
reading of Leonardo’s dream, he mistranslated la versiera (curve) as l’avversiera (a diaboli-
cally possessed woman, or she-devil). Blithely ignoring the fact that this curve had been
first described by Pierre Fermat, and subsequently by Leibniz and Newton, and first given this
name by Guido Grandi before it appeared Agnesi’s textbook, Colson inflicted dual infamy on
the learned, modest, and deeply pious Agnesi, crediting her with a result that belonged to the
preceding generations of mathematicians (which she surely knew) while damning her for the
ages by presenting her nondiscovery as a product of diabolic female power. Ever since, the
“witch of Agnesi” has exerted a certain fascination for mathematicians and their students
who delight in the idea that they are plotting a cycloid that might indeed turn out to be the
cyclone that harbored the Wicked Witch of the West in Dorothy’s Kansas [Yates et al.,
1952, pp. 237–238; Olsen, 1974, pp. 33–48; Gray and Malakyan, 1999]. The supernatural prop-
erties of mathematics—and a lingering skepticism that a well-respected woman had written a
mathematics textbook that merited translation—live on in the perpetuation of this linguistic
error by Colson, who reputedly learned Italian just to translate Agnesi.
If this were the only error in the standard biographies, we would have little more to say
about Agnesi’s posthumous magic. Yet the author of the Analytical Institutions for the Use
of Italian Youth (1748) led a life that has always seemed improbable to many modern biog-
raphers, just as her place in the history of mathematics has been difficult to understand,
leading the distinguished historian Clifford Truesdell to study her work carefully while
declaring that she had contributed little of value to mathematics [Truesdell, 1989a,b].
The simultaneous appearance of three major studies of Agnesi—Massimo Mazzotti’s fully
historicized account of Agnesi’s life and work, Antonella Cupillari’s English translation of
Don Antonio Francesco Frisi’s Elogio storico di Donna Maria Gaetana Agnesi (1799),
accompanied by selected passages from her Analytical Institutions and critical commentary,
and Francesco Minonzio’s intellectual history of Agnesi’s philosophical and mathematical
work within the broader context of 18th-century mathematics (originally published in 2000
as a lengthy article) [Mazzotti, 2008; Cupillari, 2007; Minonzio, 2006]—offers an unparal-
leled opportunity to reconsider her significance. Author of a well-regarded mathematics
textbook—in Cupillari’s view one of the most important of the 18th century, and in
Minonzio’s account the best vernacular manual for mathematics for the next half-century,
whose utility was confirmed by its French and English translations, contra Truesdell—Agnesi
was also deeply pious and clearly a product of her world.
Who was Maria Gaetana Agnesi? The eldest daughter of a wealthy Milanese silk mer-
chant, Agnesi was a product of her father Pietro’s vast ambition to vault his family to
the center of Milanese society by any and every means, including Maria Gaetana’s educa-
tion and the perpetual display of her learning in the evening salons held in Palazzo Agnesi1 For a clear discussion of how this occurred, see [Mazzotti, 2008, 116–117]. The modern formula
for this curve is: x2y + a2(y  a) = 0. See Sampson [1991].
Fig. 1. Portrait of Maria Gaetana Agnesi. Source: Ephraim Conquy’s engraved portrait of Maria
Gaetana Agnesi, 1836. Courtesy of Special Collections, Stanford University Libraries.
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ity, Agnesi was singled out as the intellectual prodigy of the family. From a tender age she
was surrounded by multiple tutors, most of them in religious orders, who nurtured her
talents. Her facility with languages, ancient and modern, was subjected to repeated tests,
culminating in her translation of an oration in defense of women’s education from Italian
into Latin at the tender age of nine.2 Agnesi was immediately presented as the author of this
text when it was printed in 1727, perpetuating the first myth of her precocious intellect.
From the start, it was clear to observers that her learning was to be a supremely public dem-
onstration of the enlightened experiment with women’s learning. It is to Mazzotti’s credit
that he has fully realized an account of Agnesi as a peculiar product of Milan’s version of
the Catholic Enlightenment. Inhabiting a city whose monasteries and colleges were popu-
lated by talented clerics teaching mathematics and natural philosophy, her understanding
of the relationship between knowledge and faith was nurtured in this context, informing
her decisions about how and why to pursue mathematics.2 A modern English translation can be found in Messbarger and Findlen [2005, 117–140].
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tutors drilled her in Latin, Greek, and even Hebrew grammar, knowing that she had already
learned enough French to engage pleasantly in the banter of the salons and to converse
with foreigners in the most modern and urbane language of the 18th century. Language
was but a stepping stone to the kinds of knowledge that would make her thoroughly
learned by the standards of her time. Agnesi used her linguistic skills as the recipient of
a thorough humanistic and religious education, and ultimately in the acquisition of more
advanced training in philosophy and allied disciplines such as physics and mathematics.
During the very period in which the physicist Laura Bassi (1711–1778) was being celebrated
for her mastery of the very same skills, culminating in her university degree and professor-
ship at the University of Bologna in 1732 [Findlen, 1993; Berti Logan, 1994; Ceranski,
1996], Agnesi was mourning the death of her mother Antonia Brivio, which occurred in
March 1732.3 She was also demonstrating early signs of her pious proclivities which, when
combined with a certain psychological complexity and persistent health problems,
frustrated her family, many admirers, and subsequent biographers though they would
eventually take great pride in her charitable activities.2. Becoming a philosopher
Once she recovered from this family tragedy, Gaetana was actively groomed in the next
few years to compete with the phenomenon of Bassi. Observing the fanfare accompanying
la filosofessa di Bologna, as Francesco Algarotti described Bassi in his Newtonianism for
Ladies (1737), which he published in Milan under a false imprimatur at the height of Agne-
si’s philosophical celebrity, Don Pietro encouraged Agnesi’s scientific tutors (Count Carlo
Belloni, the Pavian physics professor Father Francesco Manara, and the philosopher
Father Michele Casati) to transform Agnesi into an even more proficient example of the
woman natural philosopher. They began to instruct her in this subject in 1733, including
allied instruction in geometry and algebra, though it is worth noting that her contemporary
biographer Giovanni Maria Mazzucchelli [Mazzucchelli, 1753–1763] dates the inaugura-
tion of “a glorious theater in her own home” in which Agnesi defended various philosoph-
ical arguments to 1732, the annus mirabilis of Laura Bassi.4 Before she was even 20—the age
at which Bassi had received her degree and professorship—Agnesi regularly debated
questions of current scientific and philosophical interest in multiple languages in the even-
ing salons, leading Michele Maylender, the most comprehensive historian of the Italian
academies, erroneously to dub these gatherings the “Agnesi Academy” [Maylender,
1926–1930, Vol. 1, p. 109; Minonzio, 2006, p. 40]. Mazzotti has significantly corrected this
misimpression in his nuanced account of the culture of conversazione in 18th-century Milan.
Agnesi’s Philosophical Propositions (1738) (Figure 2) —191 propositions dedicated to
Count Belloni that she reputedly debated with leading scholars—represented the culmina-
tion of this intense phase of her education [Agnesi, 1738]. There was virtually no domain of3 Two articles explicitly compare Bassi and Agnesi [Kleinart et al., 1990; Cavazza, 2009]. Cavazza’s
article [Cavazza, 2009] also points readers to her considerable publications on Bassi in Italian.
4 Mazzucchelli published this biography of Agnesi in 1758, but he began collecting materials
toward it almost immediately after the publication of the Analytical Institutions; see Biblioteca
Apostolica Vaticana (hereafter BAV), Vat. Lat. 10012, cc. 394–396, 403, 432, 435 (Carlo Antonio
Tanzi’s letters to Mazzuchelli, Milan, 24 September 1749–9 September 1750). I thank Maria Pia
Donato for pointing me to these manuscripts.
Fig. 2. Agnesi’s virtual degree: the Philosophical Propositions of 1738. Source: Maria Gaetana
Agnesi, Propositiones philosophicae (Milan, 1738). Courtesy of Special Collections, Stanford
University Libraries.
252 P. Findlenphilosophical knowledge excluded from this fantastic exercise in erudition, nor did Agnesi
neglect to take note of all the interesting issues worthy of contemporary debate, from Val-
lisneri’s theories about the origins of fresh water springs and rivers to Leibniz’s understand-
ing of force, Newton’s concept of universal gravitation and his optics, and ultimately the
recent expeditions of members of the Paris Academy of Sciences to Lapland and South
America to determine the shape of the earth. Minonzio evinces a healthy skepticism that
she defended them orally in a single session, reminding us of her laborious efforts to
prepare scripted texts she might bring forth in seemingly spontaneous conversations.
Mazzotti’s excellent reconstruction of the relationship between Agnesi’s learning and the
family library helps us to understand how the content of the Philosophical Propositions
was a direct reflection of her father’s investment in the project of educating his eldest
daughter to be an enlightened and learned Catholic.55 The inventory of the Agnesi library made after the death of Pietro Agnesi can be consulted in the
Archivio di Stato, Milan (hereafter ASM), Fondo Notarile 43911 (notaio Carlo Federico Tarchini
1740–1772), n. 345 (24 April 1752).
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tion was a kind of virtual degree in a city that did not have its own university and did not
contemplate the idea of a woman graduating from the satellite university in Pavia until
Maria Pellegrini Amoretti (1756–1787) received a law degree in 1777 [Cavazza, 1997]. It
was specifically designed to challenge the erudition of the more famous Bassi and to rein-
vigorate the memory of Elena Lucrezia Cornaro Piscopia’s 1678 degree in philosophy at the
University of Padua, a role model mentioned by Agnesi and her tutor in her oration in
defense of women’s education, whose portrait graced the most important institution of
learning in the city, the Biblioteca Ambrosiana, as an earlier model of combining piety
and learning [Messbarger and Findlen, 2005, p. 139]. While this project would later be pre-
sented as the feat of a single year of intensive study, in reality it was the culmination of
many years of perfecting Agnesi’s education. It was also a calculated investment in the fam-
ily’s upward mobility. As Mazzotti reminds us, the Philosophical Propositions appeared in
the year in which her father Pietro purchased an imperial fief, allowing him to finally use the
title “Don” in his quest to invent a noble genealogy for his family. He was no longer a mer-
chant, nor was Gaetana a merchant’s daughter.
But was Agnesi a bona fide philosopher in 1738? She was certainly not a professor of this
subject, though she had impressed many people with her mastery of its many parts. As a
sign of her changing stature, however, male natural philosophers began to seek out her
opinion of their own work. Shortly after the publication of the Philosophical Propositions,
Giovanni Battista Bertucci sent Agnesi the manuscript of his De Telluris ac Syderum vita,
observing that theirs was a century in which young women understood even the most dif-
ficult aspects of modern philosophy and mathematics. He responded appreciatively to her
suggestions for revisions, praising her knowledge of geometry and mechanics.6 As her biog-
rapher Frisi also explained, Agnesi became a celebrity in Milan because “she was the one
and only among our women citizens to follow such a glorious career” [Frisi, 1799, p. 51].7
She was indeed la filosofessa di Milano challenging the uniqueness of Algarotti’s character-
ization of Bassi as la filosofessa di Bologna and implicitly Italy’s first Newtonian woman
[Cavazza, 1990; Mazzotti, 2004].8
The close readings of the content of the Philosophical Propositions offered by Mazzotti
and Minonzio allow us to see her early formation as a mathematical philosopher, defending
the mathematical sciences as the most certain form of knowledge capable of assisting the
mind in the quest for truth. Foreigners were warmly invited to dust off their rusty Latin
to debate with Agnesi the many fine points of modern philosophy, and local gazettes glee-
fully reported her triumphs and the succession of her distinguished foreign admirers as a
measure of the city’s growing prestige. There is no question that she enhanced the Grand
Tourists’ experience of Milan by being, in the immortal words of the Dijon conseiller
Charles de Brosses, an even more stupendous thing than the recently completed Duomo
[Brosses, 1986, Vol. 1, pp. 160–162; Mazzotti, 2008, pp. 1–8]. Agnesi, however, considered6 Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Milan (hereafter Ambr.), O. 204 sup., c. 9r (Giovanni Battista Bertucci to
Agnesi, 9 September 1738).
7 Such comments strangely silenced the prior celebrity of Clelia Grillo Borromeo (1684–1777), who
had an international reputation for her scientific and mathematical learning in the early 18th century
and was, in all probability, the catalyst for the republication of Agnesi’s oration by Antonio
Vallisneri in 1729. See [Serralunga Bardazza, 2005; Findlen, 2009; Findlen, in press].
8 For the broader impact of Algarotti’s characterization of the woman natural philosopher, see
[Findlen, 2003].
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By 1740, much to her father’s consternation, she increasingly insisted on her right to retreat
from Milanese society in order to perform works of pious charity and to remain single with-
out entering a convent. The recent work on religious women in early modern Italy, beau-
tifully incorporated into Mazzotti’s book, allows us to understand more clearly the
choice she made to forego both marriage and the convent.
It is here that we encounter the next paradox of Agnesi’s life. During the first decade in
which she gave up public displays of scientific learning, she completed her mathematics
textbook to great acclaim, developing relationships with most of Italy’s important natural
philosophers and mathematicians in the process. She expanded her network of scholarly
correspondents. Voraciously consuming the latest issues of the journals of all the leading
scientific societies and constantly searching for new books on the subjects of greatest inter-
est to her and her tutors, Agnesi continued to refine her understanding of some of the most
debated natural phenomena of the mid-18th century. She honed her skills as a Newtonian
natural philosopher.
Her correspondence with the Riminese physician–naturalist Giovanni Bianchi (1693–
1775) makes apparent her continued commitment to the perfection of her knowledge. In fall
1741, Bianchi sent his recent publication on the tides and shells of Rimini in the hope of receiv-
ing a copy of her Philosophical Propositions, as well as publicity for his own research in the
Agnesi conversazione. When Agnesi entrusted two copies to a Theatine father in Venice,
she made clear to Bianchi that she had altered her own views on two important issues. “After
they were printed, I changed my opinion about the shape of our earth, having seen the latest
observations made by the Paris Academy on the polar circle that are entirely contrary to those
made by Cassini and others, on which my first opinion rested” [Arrighi, 1971, p. 685; on these
debates, see Greenberg, 1995; Terrall, 1992]. She did not want Bianchi to consider her igno-
rant of the exciting findings of Maupertuis’ 1736 expedition to Lapland, which had confirmed
Newton’s hypothesis about the flattening of the earth at the poles. After all, it was a subject
that all the fashionable ladies of the Paris salons discussed with great verve and wit, making it
imperative that Agnesi distinguish herself from those women who were simply casual con-
sumers of knowledge, since she aspired to a deeper level of understanding that ostensibly dis-
tinguished the serious philosopher from the philosophical dilettante.9 She unequivocally
indicated her desire to be placed in the former category.
Agnesi also confessed to Bianchi that her explanation of another fascinating phenome-
non of 18th-century science—the aurora borealis—had changed. In 1738 she offered what
she believed to be an entirely original interpretation of its causes in her Philosophical Prop-
ositions, proudly pointing Bianchi to the passage “which contains an entirely new doctrine
(though afterward it may have been followed by others).” Inspired by Newton’s optics,
Agnesi initially considered the phenomenon of the northern lights to be a product of the
triple reflection of solar rays between the sun and the polar cap. By the beginning of
1742, she revised this hypothesis, requesting Bianchi to disregard her earlier explanation,
since “only two reflections of the solar rays were enough to explain all the properties of this
renowned meteor” [Arrighi, 1971, p. 685]. She seems to have been well aware that Bianchi
had published his own observations on appearance of the aurora borealis in Italy, just
before and shortly after the publication of her Philosophical Propositions.9 For an excellent example of the fashionable role of mathematical physics in the Paris salons, see
[Terrall, 2006, pp. 683–684].
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seems to have been widely known and possibly inspired by Count Belloni’s own writings
on this phenomenon. Shortly before she began her correspondence with Bianchi, she
accepted Father Giovanni Crivelli’s (1691–1743) invitation to collect different opinions
of the aurora borealis for publication. A Somaschan priest and Royal Society member
who had been a key participant in Clelia Grillo Borromeo’s experimental academy in Milan
in the 1720s, Crivelli was the author of mathematics textbooks on algebra and Euclidian
geometry and even better known for his well-regarded Elements of Physics (1731), the stan-
dard vernacular physics textbook for many 18th-century Italians. Crivelli hoped to include
Agnesi’s research on the aurora borealis in the second edition of his book [Tentorio, 1962;
Crivelli, 1744].10 He belonged to the world that nurtured Agnesi’s early fascination with the
mathematical and physical sciences. Crivelli approached her, as many others did, because of
the additional publicity about her learning generated by the appearance of her Philosoph-
ical Propositions. He had also taken special note of her 131st proposition, concerning the
aurora borealis.
In her correspondence with Crivelli we see Agnesi’s own understanding of the signifi-
cance of her research and its role in her emerging public persona as a mathematical philos-
opher. The aurora borealis had been widely observed by many astronomers in December
1737, renewing scientific debates about its origins shortly before the publication of her
Philosophical Propositions. Explaining this phenomenon had occupied leading minds of
the early 18th century, such as Edmond Halley, Leonhard Euler, Jean-Jacques Dourtous
de Mairan, and Anders Celsius [Briggs, 1967; Lindqvist, 1993]. As the first step in updating
her Newtonian explanation of the play of light in the northern skies, Agnesi sought to
increase her knowledge of current research on this phenomenon. She “collected the obser-
vations recorded in the Acts of England, Paris, and Bologna in order to make a coherent
argument for my doctrine of all the most universal properties of this meteor.” Her goal
was to write a short treatise to insert into the second edition of Crivelli’s popular and
well-read physics textbook. This new research led to the revision of her initial hypothesis,
making it important to inform colleagues who requested her Philosophical Propositions that
it was no longer up to date. She cared enough about her reputation to inform correspon-
dents of the evolution of her own thinking about subjects of current scientific interest.
To her dismay, Agnesi discovered a 1740 dialogue in which the author cogently antici-
pated her own report, arguing, erroneously as it turns out, that the aurora borealis was a
phenomenon explained by reflection. How to manage this discovery? Agnesi suggested that
Crivelli inform readers that he had first read her opinion in her Philosophical Propositions
and asked in person for a more detailed explanation during one of his trips to Milan. She
hypothesized that doing this would allow Crivelli to signal the fact that Giuseppe Maria
Serantoni’s Dialogue on the Cause of the Celebrated Aurora Borealis (1740) postdated her
own research on the same phenomenon. Hers was an independent discovery with a claim
to priority. “Since I would not ever have thought of publishing this opinion of mine if
you, Most Reverend Father, had not requested it” she concluded, “I trust your most pru-
dent advice in all things” [Tentorio, 1962, pp. 176–177].11 Agnesi volunteered to post a copy10 See her discussion with her mentor Carlo Belloni about the aurora borealis and Newtonian
explanations of it; Ambr., ms. O.201 sup, c.1r (Belloni to Agnesi, Di Casa, 14 May 1741). On Grillo
Borromeo’s academy, see [Findlen, 2009].
11 The book in question was Giuseppe Maria Serantoni, Dialogo intorno alla cagione della celebre
aurora boreale vedutasi nella notte susseguente alli 16 dicembre dell’anno 1737 (Lucca, 1740).
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in Venice. Once again, we must confront her paradoxical status as a woman who shunned
the publicity her learning had bestowed upon her as a kind of spectacle but whose intellec-
tual ambition demanded a certain kind of scholarly recognition [Cavazza, 2009]. She may
have increasingly disliked the social uses of her erudition but this did not prevent her feeling
a certain satisfaction in the intellectual attention and respect she received from well-known
natural philosophers and mathematicians. Agnesi wanted both Crivelli and Bianchi to
know that she had developed her hypothesis prior to Serantoni’s publication.3. The making of the Analytical Institutions
In the early 1740s, Agnesi retreated from society, but she had not yet left behind the
world of ideas. This fundamental feature of her life has received its best explanation in
Mazzotti’s book, which underscores the way in which mathematical knowledge was a nec-
essary component of faith for a certain kind of enlightened Catholic, who perceived its
philosophical certainty and clarity to be theologically illuminating. The dual Enlightenment
of mind and heart shaped Agnesi’s approach to knowledge. While insisting firmly on her
right to dress simply and austerely and to minimize her social obligations, much to the con-
sternation of her father, who would have preferred his philosophical daughter to remain the
perpetual engine of his family salon, Agnesi did not initially give up her scholarly pursuits.
Throughout the 1740s she continued her philosophical correspondence, not only to expli-
cate the most interesting passages of her Philosophical Propositions, but in pursuit of advice
on a far more ambitious enterprise: the composition of a vernacular mathematics textbook.
With the encouragement of the Benedictine mathematician Ramiro Rampinelli (1697–
1757), Agnesi drafted her Analytical Institutions. A student of the Bolognese mathematician
Gabriele Manfredi (who also tutored Bassi), Rampinelli arrived in Milan in 1740 to instruct
the Olivetan monks at the College of San Vittore al Corpo [Guerrini, 1919; Succi, 1992]. He
became Agnesi’s tutor, inspiring her to nurture her abilities as a mathematician with his les-
sons in calculus. Belloni had already directed her close study of the Marquis de l’Hôpital’s
Analytical Treatise on Conic Sections (1707), while dissuading her from creating a critical
edition of it.12 Minonzio rightfully sees this unpublished project as the beginnings of the
Analytical Institutions, though I would also point to another obvious publication: the
1743 Venetian edition of Émilie du Châtelet’s Institutions of Physics (1740), which the
French marquise presented as the natural result of her desire to educate her son. Inspired
by Italian reformers such as Ludovico Antonio Muratori, Agnesi described her own text-
book as a book for “Italian youth,” but she also personalized this description by invoking
her duty to educate her younger brothers (though not, it seems, her sisters, who were
equally numerous, since Pietro’s three wives gave birth to at least twenty-one children
between 1718 and 1752). Châtelet’s preface encouraged the notion that women’s scientific
learning served a pedagogic function in the education of boys. This book found its way into
the family library.
There is no doubt that Agnesi’s Analytical Institutions was designed to surpass the
accomplishments of the French Minerva Châtelet, just as her Philosophical Propositions
demonstrated her superiority to Bologna’s celebrated Bassi. She was writing a book
designed to complement the popular textbooks of the by now deceased Crivelli, following12 Ambr., ms. O. 200 sup. (Belloni to Agnesi, Milan, 3 July 1735). See also ms. O. 199 sup. (#1).
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neri, who encouraged scholars to create a new vocabulary for knowledge by writing in Ital-
ian. Many of their books, along with the Giornale de’ letterati d’Italia (1710–1740), a
Venetian journal that Vallisneri cofounded and in which Muratori published, were in her
library, and their influence in Lombardy was considerable. Mazzotti also suggests that
Agnesi’s contact with Somaschan and Piarist professors in Milan gave her an appreciation
for the religious mission of educating commoners and the role of practical mathematics in
this kind of training. In short, there were political, religious, and cultural reasons to produce
a vernacular mathematics textbook, in addition to the intellectual significance of analysis as
a method capable of generating new kinds of calculations.
Count Belloni hoped that Agnesi would realize something more ambitious than a com-
mentary on the work of the distinguished French mathematician l’Hôpital. Putting aside
this earlier project, Agnesi seems to have followed his advice. But it was Rampinelli who
provided her with the skills to accomplish and refine her intellectual ambitions. Agnesi’s
Analytical Institutions would later be cited as proof of his talent as an Eccellente Maestro,
and he would be remembered as the maestro dell’Agnesi long after his death in 1759 [Anon.,
1760; Verri, 1787, p. 12].13 Rampinelli also introduced her to the larger community of Ital-
ian mathematicians and natural philosophers actively working on the materials that she
was studying, beginning with the Trevisan nobleman, philosopher, and mathematician
Count Jacopo Riccati (1676–1754) [Piaia and Soppelsa, 1992; Michieli, 1943, 1944, 1946].
Agnesi began her correspondence with Count Riccati in 1745, allowing us to date the
point at which substantial portions of Analytical Institutions were complete since she
encouraged him to offer his frank commentary on a partial draft. Describing the book
as “that amount which my minimal talent knew how to grasp, following the guidance of
such a great mathematical man,” she politely suggested that Rampinelli’s affection for
her did not make him her harshest critic, though he was intimately involved in every phase
of writing and editing the Analytical Institutions. Yet this was no modest project. Agnesi
described her “idea of facilitating for young people, as much as possible, a study which
is unto itself so difficult and laborious, reducing to it to the order and clarity of which it
is capable, which to my knowledge no one had yet tried to do” [Soppelsa, 1985, p. 123].
Her mathematics textbook was to be the culmination of the long hours of study with tutors
amidst her father’s well-appointed library that had made her Milan’s best-known woman
philosopher of the mid-18th century. It was time for the obedient pupil to demonstrate that
she was a consummate master of her subject, capable of organizing a textbook with “clarity
and simplicity” that would reveal “that natural order which offers perhaps the best instruc-
tion and the greatest illumination” [Agnesi, 1748, Vol. 1, sig. *2r; Minonzio, 2006, pp. 62–
65]. The pupil had become a maestra.
Count Riccati was so impressed with Agnesi’s work that he encouraged his sons Giord-
ano, also in Castelfranco Veneto with his father, and Vincenzo, a young Jesuit mathematics
professor at the Collegio of San Francesco Saverio in Bologna, to assist in the editing of her
textbook. Both Vincenzo and Giordano wrote Rampinelli in August 1745 to express plea-
sure at “her great intellect, the precision of her methods, and the clarity of her language”
[Cupillari, 2007, p. 55; Minonzio, 2006, p. 52]. They began to collaborate with her. Count
Riccati especially praised Vincenzo’s eagle eye in discerning mathematical errors, but it13 I have used the copy of the eulogy in the Giornale de’ letterati (Rome, 1760), preserved
unpaginated in Ambr. O. 204 sup., c. 22r.
258 P. Findlenwas Giordano who seems to have expended the greatest effort in proofreading the Analyt-
ical Institutions. Agnesi’s preference for Leibniz’s system of notation for the calculus over
Newton’s method of fluxions further indicated the influence of this group of Italian mathe-
maticians, great admirers of Leibniz as well as Newton [Soppelsa, 1989; Pepe, 1981]. After
reading the section on Cartesian analysis and integral calculus, Giordano told Rampinelli
in July 1746 that he believed this would be “a work that will make visible her marvelous
talent.” One month later, when he completed his review of the chapters on differential cal-
culus, Giordano declared confidently that she would “bring honor to our Italy” when her
book appeared.14
While Giordano recalculated the more difficult equations, Count Riccati plied her with
questions about the decisions she had made to include or exclude various examples. He
seized the opportunity to associate his own mathematical innovations with a project that
was sure to garner great publicity, inserting his unpublished material into the book. Agnesi
felt honored to include his method of calculating negative logarithms, his discussion of
third-degree equations, and especially his well-known method of differential polynomials
(as Cupillari clarifies in her useful commentary on selected passages from the Analytical
Institutions, Riccati’s “polynomials” were actually partial fractions and this was one of
the more abstruse sections of textbook [Cupillari, 2007, pp. 284–285]). However, Agnesi
hesitated to accept his suggestions to include any examples that belonged to mechanics.
“As you have seen, I did not wish to devote myself to physical things and I left out all those
problems that depend on them to not extend myself beyond pure analysis and its applica-
tion to geometry” [Soppelsa, 1985, p. 128]. She had no desire to write a treatise on mathe-
matical physics, despite her willingness to debate such questions with visitors to Palazzo
Agnesi. Mazzotti offers a fascinating explanation of her desire for mathematical purity
as a religious principle in his discussion of this feature of her work.
By the time Rampinelli became professor of mathematics at the University of Pavia in
1747, Agnesi had completed the printing of the first volume of her Analytical Institutions
and awaited comments from the Riccatis on the section on differential calculus [Soppelsa,
1985, p. 129]. She was so concerned about the production of her textbook that she asked the
printer Giuseppe Richini to set up his press inside Palazzo Agnesi so that she could person-
ally supervise the technical difficulties of typesetting mathematical characters and laying
out the formulas well on every page [Mazzotti, 2008, p. 113; Cupillari, 2007, pp. 61–62].
The Analytical Institutions was an intellectual and material investment in establishing
Agnesi’s reputation as one of the best mathematicians in the 18th century, but it was also
a luxurious presentation of the knowledge she had obtained and its role in her family’s
social ascent. Opening with a magnificent dedication to the Empress Maria Theresa (who
thanked her with an indifferent note and bejeweled gifts), the text of Analytical Institutions
was printed in two hefty folio volumes on 1044 pages of thick, creamy paper that must have
cost her father a pretty penny, further illuminating Agnesi’s concerns midway through pro-
duction that they might run out of paper. Marc’Antonio Dal Rè’s copperplate engravings
of 311 mathematical diagrams appeared in 59 folded pages at the end of each volume. Her
biographer Frisi would later remind his readers that she was the first to write about calculus
in Italian, participating in the enlightened ideal of knowledge for the public rather than sim-
ply for experts [Cupillari, 2007, p. 61]. Yet paradoxically she produced accessible content in14 Biblioteca del Seminario, Padua, DCXI (Giordano Riccati to Rampinelli, Castelfranco, 15 July
and 2 August 1746).
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more than the content or language of her book, its bulk restricted its circulation to a fairly
small group of experts. At the end of the century John Hellins regretted his inability to
obtain a copy against which to check Colson’s English translation [Agnesi, 1801, Vol. 1,
p. vii].
It has occasionally been suggested that Agnesi did not write her own textbook, and that
Rampinelli and/or Riccati were the actual authors. Unlike the Swiss mathematician Samuel
König, who maliciously claimed to be the author of Châtelet’s Institutions of Physics
(1740)—Agnesi owned the 1743 Italian translation—none of Agnesi’s tutors and editors
ever hinted that they had written her book [Zinsser, 2006, p. 190]. A careful inspection of
their correspondence reveals a true collaboration in progress. Working closely with Rampi-
nelli and the Riccati family, Agnesi polished her treatise to achieve the result she aimed for:
a clear, methodical introduction to a mathematics that was both practical and pure. She did
not accept all of Rampinelli’s suggestions, consulting with Riccati when she found herself in
disagreement with his proposed inclusion of an appendix on Giuseppe Suzzi’s method for
cubic equations. Despite the fact that Suzzi had been one of Riccati’s own students, he
found himself in agreement with Agnesi and suggested that she omit it, preferring Girolamo
Cardano’s approach to the same problem from two centuries earlier [Soppelsa, 1985,
pp. 132–34].
Agnesi also had questions about Riccati’s methods—for instance, his trisection of an
angle in which she found an error in calculation [Soppelsa, 1985, p. 130]—and sought to
resolve these doubts on her own terms before publishing his calculations in her textbook.
Finally, she did not accept all of the material he proposed for insertion, editing the notes
that he prepared for her on differential calculus because they did not have “that simplicity
and that order that I have always put forward on the idea of making a treatise of the sim-
plest institutions.” She politely refused his last-minute suggestions to include some of “his
discoveries” that she believed to be better suited to his forthcoming work on physics
[Soppelsa, 1985, pp. 134, 137–38]. Riccati’s sincere efforts to ensure that Agnesi’s treatise
include a discussion of the latest articles and books were met with a firm response that
she had finally brought her work to conclusion. She was pleased to mention the most recent
publications of his son Vincenzo and the esteemed Gabriele Manfredi, but felt that there
would be virtually no opportunity to include a notice of the appearance of Leonhard
Euler’s Introduction to the Analysis of Infinitesimals (1748), the Latin mathematics textbook
against which hers would be compared unfavorably by a number of historians of mathe-
matics writing in the 19th and 20th centuries. At every stage, Agnesi remained firmly in
control of her vision of her book. She generously acknowledged in print the contributions
of the editorial team that had assisted her in its completion but left no doubt as to whom
the principal author was.
While Truesdell presents Riccati’s involvement in Agnesi’s work as a kind of bemused
paternalism, their correspondence clearly indicates that Riccati saw his investment in the
making of the Analytical Institutions as an opportunity to contribute to an important pro-
ject that would make new developments in mathematics accessible to an audience incapable
of reading Latin and garner a great deal of publicity because it was written by a woman
[Truesdell, 1989a, pp. 132–135]. Agnesi was indeed the translator of these concepts. Readers
would later comment on the importance of her work for providing the beginnings of an
Italian language of the calculus [Findlen, 1995; Sillano, 1982, p. 196; Anzoletti and Agnesi,
1900, pp. 255–256]. All three recent historians of Agnesi’s work concur on the significance
of this development, no longer judging the Analytical Institutions to be simply a repetition
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18th century, or an inferior competitor to that which emerged simultaneously such as
Euler’s. Agnesi’s Analytical Institutions served an entirely different audience well. Indeed
Minonzio sees it as a signal contribution to the revival of mathematics in Italy through
its ability to establish a new technical language and broaden the audience capable of using
it. Comparing the Analytical Institutions with both Italian and Latin mathematics text-
books written before and after its publication, he persuasively makes the case that Agnesi’s
textbook involved a wholesale rethinking of traditional mathematics through the new cal-
culus and that subsequent Italian authors of important mathematics textbooks recognized
the significance of these contributions.
This view of the Analytical Institutions is well supported not only by the research of
recent scholars but also in the earlier work on Agnesi by Arnaldo Masotti and by Luigi
Pepe’s important studies of the calculus in 18th-century Italy [Masotti, 1940, pp. 110–
113; Pepe, 1981]. With the exception of a few passages that reflect the confusion of current
research, say, on partial fractions, Agnesi had written a beautifully organized book—a
legacy of Cartesian analysis more than Newtonian fluxions—filled with well-chosen exam-
ples. Thanks to Cupillari’s publication, readers can more easily examine some of the more
interesting sections of her book and see her handling of difficult material such as partial
fractions as well as other recent developments in 18th-century mathematics such as second
order differential equations, the subject with which Agnesi concluded the Analytical
Institutions. We now have a much clearer sense of the development of her own thinking
about the purpose of her ambitious textbook.4. Gaining the Pope’s attention
The printing of the first volume of Agnesi’s Analytical Institutions was complete by the fall
of 1748—the date it bears on the title page—though she did not receive a license for the entire
book from the Empress Maria Theresa, ruler of Habsburg Lombardy, until June 1749.
(Figure 3) She sent two copies to Castelfranco Veneto to thank Count Riccati and his son
Giordano for all they had done to make her book a success. Prior to acknowledging the con-
tributions of her editors and collaborators, her mentors encouraged Agnesi to involve the
Bologna Academy of Sciences in publicizing the merits of her work. In June 1748 Agnesi
posted a rough copy of Volume One—we would call it a preprint nowadays—to the
Bolognese physicist and chemist Jacopo Bartolommeo Beccari (1682–1766), President of
the Bologna Academy of Sciences and an acquaintance of her father. Two weeks later, the
Institute made her its fourth female member. Agnesi exhibited appropriate humility by
expressing her surprise that such a learned scientific academy would “unite my little name
with those of so many learned scholars.”15 However, the gambit had paid off, allowing her
to claim a prestigious academy membership on the eve of publication. The printer immedi-15 Archivio dell Antica Accademia dell’Istituto delle Scienze, Bologna (hereafter AAIS), Lettere
ricevute, fasc. 2 (1741–1750). A.B. (Agnesi to the Istituto delle Scienze, Milan, 12 June and 26 June
1748). Traces of her relationship with the scientific community in Bologna also can be seen in the
existence of random manuscripts dealing with mathematical problems in her hand; see Biblioteca
Universitaria, Bologna (hereafter BUB), ms. 4557 (Autografi, V, 41): Maria Gaetana Agnesi,
Illustrazione di un problema relativo alla costruzione del circolo. While I have not yet compared it with
the relevant passage in the Analytical Institutions, it may be a fragment of the manuscript she sent to
Bologna for the academy’s approval.
Fig. 3. Agnesi’s mathematics textbook: the Analitical Institutions of 1748. Source: Maria Gaetana
Agnesi, Instituzioni analitiche ad uso della gioventù italiana (Milan, 1748), 2 vols. Courtesy of Special
Collections, Stanford University Libraries.
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Gaetana Agnesi, Milanese, of the Bologna Academy of Sciences,” much as Galileo had
proudly advertised his status as a Medici court philosopher and mathematician and member
of the Lincean Academy a century and a half earlier [Agnesi, 1748; Biagioli, 1993].
Upon the completion of the printing of the Analytical Institutions in June 1749, copies cir-
culated widely and strategically. The final version was immediately sent to Bologna. Beccari
praised Agnesi’s father lavishly “for the education of such daughters”—a reminder that it was
Don Pietro perhaps more than his daughter Gaetana whose ambition finally had been real-
ized. Francesco Maria Zanotti, secretary to the Bologna Academy of Sciences, effusively com-
plimented every aspect of the Analytical Institutions, especially lauding Agnesi’s choice of
Italian as its language and the honor she did their academy as its newest member.16 Father16 Ambr., ms. O. 201 sup., c. 12 (Beccari to Agnesi, Bologna, 18 June 1749). AAIS, Titolo Terzo.
Missive Zanotti, n. 249 (Zanotti to Agnesi, Bologna, 18 June 1749). The official presentation of
Agnesi’s book to the academy occurred somewhat later; see AAIS, Registro degli Atti, n. 10 (6
November 1749).
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father and brother, praised it as a brilliant synthesis of the most important discoveries in anal-
ysis executed “with precision of method, with profundity, and clarity of doctrine.”17 He
declared that anyone who wished to study science would need to read Agnesi’s marvelous
book. Of course he liked it. The text was filled with his father’s most interesting innovations,
his brother’s silent interventions, and a brief notice of his own work. As Mazzotti recounts, he
was part of a far-flung network of Italian clerics who read, distributed, and admired the
Analytical Institutions [Mazzotti, 2008].18
What did the admittedly few women capable of understanding this book think of Agne-
si’s accomplishment? The physicist Bassi had a nearly unique perspective. As Bologna’s
only woman professor and the first woman admitted to the Bologna Academy of Sciences,
she understood well what it meant to have one’s work measured in light of one’s sex. She
had known of Agnesi’s talents for some time and seemed to know Don Pietro personally.
Agnesi made special efforts to ensure that the Analytical Institutions reached Bassi. After





19 Am[Extract]the precious gift of an exemplar of the most learned Algebraic Institutions with
which it pleased you not only to enrich the learned world with such a well calculated,
profound, and most useful work but to honor our sex in a special way, demonstrating
your singular talent that God gave you, and the assiduous care and the indefensible
effort with which you knew how to cultivate it. No matter how many indubitable tests
your talent may have already had, this one, however, will always be remembered. And
it will serve better than any other to enhance our particular luster and dignity.19Bassi understood quite well what Agnesi strove to accomplish in publishing over one thou-
sand pages of mathematical instruction in Italian. In 1748 she had published only one of
her research papers, in Latin, in the Commentaries of the Bologna Academy of Sciences;
two more appeared in 1757 and one posthumously in 1792; the rest remained unpublished
and vanished at some point during the disruptions of the Napoleonic era [Bassi, 1745,
1757a,b, 1792]. Bassi taught experimental physics to university students who chose to
attend the lectures she gave in her home, allowing her to play an interesting role in the
development of this discipline at a critical moment and to influence the approach of a youn-
ger generation. However, she recognized that Agnesi could potentially reach many more
pupils by writing such a clear, accessible, and comprehensive book. The warmth of her
praise was quite genuine.
The strategic circulation of gifts of the Analytical Institutions was achieving the desired
response, widening its potential sphere of influence and enhancing Agnesi’s reputation.
Observing progressive discussion of the Analytical Institutions, we can trace the geography
of knowledge, which allows us to understand better how the 18th-century republic of letters
formed an opinion of its merits. Agnesi, her father, and her tutors had a refined understand-
ing of how the distribution of this book to key individuals and institutions would produce a
rippling effect designed to maximize its effect on her reputation. Having secured the loyaltybr., ms. O. 201 sup., c. 16 (Vincenzo Riccati to Agnesi, Bologna, 28 June 1749).
an interesting example of how this network functioned, see Don Salvadore Corticelli’s letter to
Frisi in which he discussed the positive reception of Agnesi’s Analytical Institutions, including
raise it had received from Vincenzo Riccati and Pio Fantoni. Ambr., cod. Y. 148 sup, c. 98r
icelli to Frisi, Bologna, 7 June 1751).
br., ms. O.201 sup, c. 10 (Bassi to Agnesi, Bologna, 18 June 1749).
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publication, and subsequently the approval of the Bologna Academy of Sciences, Agnesi
now set out to conquer more distant scholarly communities. She invited leading mathema-
ticians to judge her book by sending personal copies. And she did her best to publicize its
appearance by distributing copies to other academies and scholarly journals.
But first she had to gain the attention of the Pope. Benedict XIV (Prospero Lambertini,
1740–1758) justly enjoyed a reputation as one of the most learned and enlightened popes of
the 18th century. He was a longstanding patron of the Bologna Academy of Sciences. Dur-
ing his tenure as Archbishop of Bologna (1731–1740) he encouraged both the academy and
the university to recognize Bassi’s talent with official appointments, vigorously defending
the ancient but contested precedent of women students and professors in the medieval uni-
versity. His close friendship with the Sienese cleric Giovanni Niccolò Bandiera (1695–1761),
whose anonymously published Treatise on Women’s Studies (1740) celebrated the accom-
plishments of Bassi and other learned Italian women as models for others to emulate, fur-
ther cemented his reputation as a defender of women. Benedict XIV’s willingness to support
talented women scientists—part of his general program to encourage the reinvigoration of
scientific research and university education in Italy—was sufficiently well-known that, a few
years prior to the publication of Agnesi’ Analytical Institutions, the English mathematician
and astronomer Jane Squire (1671–1743) sent copies of her A Proposal for Discovering Our
Longitude (1742) to Rome in the hope gaining the pope’s support.
Dame Squire had been trying to get the English scientific community to take her seri-
ously since 1731, when her first brief pamphlet outlining a new solution to the problem
of longitude appeared. For over a decade, the commissioners of the Board of Longitude,
the Royal Astronomer, Edmond Halley, and the President of the Royal Society, Hans Slo-
ane, all refused to acknowledge her contributions to the ongoing debate about solving the
problem of longitude. She was sure it was because of her sex, and others acknowledged that
this was an obstacle, though hardly the decisive factor, since no one found her complete
remapping of the heavens to be satisfactory. Undeterred, Squire published a lengthier
account of her proposal in English and French to reach a continental audience, submitting
this version to Rome. Benedict XIV was sufficiently intrigued by the idea of supporting a
woman engaged in solving the problem of longitude that he invited the Bologna Academy
of Sciences to evaluate her book in the fall of 1743. Their response did not encourage him to
pursue the idea of supporting Squire’s research, though they suggested that he indicate to
her his enthusiasm in general for women pursuing the mathematical sciences.20 There was a
threshold of quality that needed to be met to earn the pope’s approval. Agnesi was the next
woman after Bassi to meet his criteria.
Benedict XIV did not let his copy of the Analytical Institutions linger on his desk. He
responded warmly and positively to its arrival during his annual summer retreat from
the heat and humidity of Rome. “Delightful Daughter,” he began his letter of 21 June
1749, “Greetings and Apostolic Benediction,20 Biblioteca Comunale dell’Archiginnasio (hereafter BCAB), Bologna, ms. B. 3704, f. 259v
(Benedict XIV to Paolo Magnani and Sigismondo Malvezzi, Rome, 21 December 1743). For the
response that Matteo Bazzani forwarded to Rome, probably via Paolo Magnani, see Biblioteca
Lancisiana, Rome, Fondo Leprotti Ms. LXXVII. 1. 15. Very little has been written on Jane Squire’s















264 P. Findlen[Extract]In this place where we now find ourselves to take a little bit of air, Cardinal
Antonio Ruffo presented us with the two tomes of your Analytical Institutions. We
undertook the study of analysis in the first flower of our youth but then abandoned it
completely, having been consecrated to those studies which belong to that state for which
Divine Providence selected us. Therefore we know just enough analysis to understand its
importance and to be truly convinced that when we find someone who is truly a Professor
of this subject, it is to the glory of our Italy. As much as we are able to understand your
work by glancing at the table of chapters and especially reading some chapters of the
analysis of finite quantities, we are in a position to be able to firmly sustain that you are
without a doubt numbered among the leading Professors of Analysis, that your work will
be very useful, and that it will contribute to the scholarly reputation of Italy and our Acad-
emy of Sciences in Bologna, to which you have been admitted to our great satisfaction.21She had indeed gotten the pope’s attention.
Agnesi’s conquest of the mathematical community of the Papal States, both in Bologna and
Rome, served a dual purpose. It not only brought her work to the attention of Benedict XIV
but also served as an indirect conduit toward influencing French mathematicians to be predis-
posed to take it seriously.22 From Rome the French Minim and physics professor Francois
Jacquier (1711–1788), coeditor with Thomas Le Seur of an annotated edition of Newton’s
Principia (1739–42) and eventually a French textbook on the Elements of Integral Calculus
(1768), praised her as a woman whose mathematical skills were easily comparable to those
of many learned men.23 Jacquier had a very clear point of reference in mind, since he enjoyed
a warm friendship with Châtelet, having greatly admired her Institutes of Physics and arranged
its Italian translation. During a return visit to France in the summer of 1744 he played an
important role in encouraging Châtelet to become the French translator of Newton’s Principia
[Zinsser, 2006, p. 241]. Jacquier was indeed a connoisseur of scientific women. He was among
the Frenchmen who brought Agnesi’s publication to the attention of Châtelet as she feverishly
put the finishing touches on her translation in the final stages of the pregnancy that would end
her life. How could he not appreciate the Italian woman who reminded him of his own Émilie?
Even Italian readers of the Analytical Institutions made this comparison explicit. The
well-known physics professor Giovanni Poleni (1683–1761), one of the early recipients of
a copy of this book, wrote appreciatively from Padua. “Italy need no longer envy France
which prides itself on having the Marquise du Châtelet.”24 What did Châtelet herself think
of Agnesi’s accomplishment? From her own experience with scientific publication, she knew
how easily collaboration between men and women might be construed to the disadvantagebr., ms. O. 202 sup., c. 2 (Benedict XIV to Agnesi, Castel Gandolfo, 21 June 1749).
nesi’s contact with the mathematical community in Turin and her meeting with the Abbé
t during his three days in Milan in 1749 also played an important role in cultivating a French
st in her work. See Ambr., ms. O. 201 sup., cc. 128–133 (Marchese Wicardel de Fleuri to Agnesi,
, 13 September and 4 December 1749). On Nollet’s description of his meeting with Agnesi
ly after the publication of her book, see [Bertucci, 2007, p.182].
br., ms. 201 sup., c. 88r (Francois Jacquier to Agnesi, Rome, 3 July 1749).
br., ms. 201 sup., c. 22 (Giovanni Poleni to Agnesi, Padua, 5 July 1749). Francesco Zaccaria
rmed this perception when he wrote. “Direm più vero che l’esempio della famosa Madama di
elet ha risvegliate ancor le Donne d’Italia a far prova del loro ingegno” [Zaccaria, 1750, Vol. 1,
14]. I would argue, however, that this was a perception based on evaluating scientific
cations by women, since it is clear from recent scholarship that there was a lively indigenous
ion of women natural philosophers in 18th-century Italy, including Grillo Borromeo and Bassi.
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response to the Analytical Institutions may have reminded her that it was in Italy rather
than France that she had received institutional recognition for her own work, with her elec-
tion to the Bologna Academy of Sciences in 1746, which she attributed to her dear friend
Jacquier [Zan, 1987, esp. pp. 156–157; Zinsser, 2006].25 If Châtelet knew that Agnesi was the
latest female member of this same academy, she might have also felt compelled to write a
letter like the one we have from Bassi. Alas, no such document exists. Châtelet was fever-
ishly putting the finishing touches on her translation of Newton’s Principia in the hope of
finishing it before the end of her pregnancy.
Châtelet’s untimely death on 10 September 1749 led a number of French admirers of
Agnesi’s work to see it as a bittersweet tribute to their own Minerva. They tearfully rejoiced
that Agnesi’s accomplishments offered some consolation that the spirit of Châtelet lived on
in a different guise.26 The Paris Academy of Sciences, having never admitted Châtelet to its
ranks, made no such comparison, but they were nonetheless willing to pass judgment on the
Analytical Institutions, perhaps encouraged by the Abbé Nollet, who had by then returned
from his Grand Tour of Italy with a personal copy of this book, having also sung its
praises—and Agnesi’s excellent French—to his colleagues in Bologna.27 The report pre-
pared by Jean-Jacques Dortous de Mairan and Etienne de Montigny praised the “order,
clarity, and precision” of the Analytical Institutions, commenting that there was nothing like
it in any language. “We consider it the most complete treatise and the best in its genre.”28
Such a positive reception of the contributions of a young Italian woman mathematician
by the French academicians was bound to cause a stir. Copies of the report circulated far
and wide, redoubling publicity for her book.29 Mazzotti also recounts how skillfully Agnesi
and her family used connections between nobles in Milan and Paris to facilitate the public
reception of this book in France. To some degree, it must have become a topic of discussion
in the Parisian salons. We see a glimmer of this conversation in a letter by Monsieur de
Fontanieu written in December 1749, shortly after the report appeared, in which he tartly
observed that people were saying that “if the laws of the Institution of the Academy had
permitted it to admit ladies, this would have been a triumph for Madame Agnesi.”30 He25 For the notice of Châtelet’s election, see AAIS, Registro degli Atti, n. 9 (1 April 1746).
26 Ambr., ms. O. 201 sup., c. 116r (Madame de Fontanieu to Agnesi, Paris, 27 September 1749).
27 Ibid., c. 126v (Luigi del Guidice to Agnesi, Bologna, 3 September 1749).
28 I have examined the copies of the “Extrait des Registres de l’Académie Royale des Sciences” (6
December 1749) sent by De Montigny to Agnesi in Milan, who subsequently forwarded it to the
Bologna Academy of Sciences. See Ambr., ms. 0. 201 sup., cc. 106–107 (Paris Academy report); c. 108
(De Montigny to Agnesi, Paris, 8 December 1749); c. 110 (Grandjean de Fouchy to Agnesi, Paris, 13
December 1749); AAIS, Lettere ricevute, fasc. 2 (1741–1750). A.B. (Agnesi to the Istituto delle
Scienze, Milan, 14 June 1750; and De Montigny to Agnesi, Paris, 8 December 1749). The Bologna
Academy of Sciences officially discussed the Paris Academy report immediately upon its receipt;
AAIS, Registro degli Atti n. 10 (22 January 1750).
29 In addition to the copies of this report I have found in Milan and Bologna, it also exists in the
correspondence of her biographer Mazzucchelli; Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana (hereafter BAV),
Vat. Lat. 10012 (Tanzi to Mazzucchelli, Milan, 21 [January?] 1750) and was later reproduced by her
later biographer Frisi.
30 Ambr., ms. O. 201 sup., c. 112 (Monsieur de Fontanieu to [Agnesi or possibly another female
correspondent?], Paris, 15 December 1749). Cornelia Benazzoli mistakenly (wishfully?) attributes this
letter to Châtelet [Benazzoli, 1939, p. 107], leading to my own error in an earlier publication [Dortous
de Mairain, 1741] written during the lengthy closure of the Biblioteca Ambrosiana in the 1990s.
266 P. Findleninstead ensured that the English ambassador in Paris, Lord Albemarle, dispatched a copy
of the Paris Academy report to the Royal Society.
According to her biographer, Frisi, Agnesi used her friendship with Fontanieu to dis-
patch multiple copies of her book to Paris, including one for the French king, as well as
the one that was forwarded to London. In the hope of receiving similar accolades from
the British mathematical community, Fontanieu brought her work to the attention of the
Royal Society, which admitted many of the Italian natural philosophers and mathematicians
who inspired her and had been fascinated with the scientific activities of Clelia Grillo Borro-
meo in Milan earlier in the century [Frisi, 1799, pp. 57–58].31 The Royal Society does not seem
to have directly acknowledged the receipt of her book nor, in contrast to their colleagues in
Bologna and Paris, did its members officially bestow any praise upon it. Yet some sector of the
English mathematical community considered it a valuable book that deserved a wider circu-
lation in England than it would have if it were to remain only in Italian. Colson’s English
translation had its origins in the arrival of the Analytical Institutions in London.
Minonzio rightfully comments that the Paris Academy did not choose its leading mathe-
maticians for this assignment. Yet an understanding of the relationship of these two French
mathematicians to this project makes this assessment seem less damning than Truesdell
initially suggested when he used this piece of evidence to confirm the inferior quality of
Agnesi’s book [Minonzio, 2006, pp. 76–78]. Dortous de Mairan (1678–1771) had briefly
replaced Fontenelle as the Paris Academy secretary in the early 1740s; he was a Cartesian,
a vociferous opponent of Châtelet’s contributions to the vis viva controversy in her
Institutes of Physics, which had been included in the Italian translation of her book, and
the author of a lengthy treatise on the aurora borealis [Dortous de Mairain, 1733, 1741].
The younger De Montigny (1714–1782) first heard about Agnesi during his trip to Italy
in 1740, when he met Bassi and other members of the Bologna Academy. Discussing the
recent appearance of her Philosophical Propositions, they warmly recommended the woman
in Milan as someone to know. De Montigny had been disappointed to miss the opportunity
to meet Agnesi on this trip; his participation in the assessment of her book offered an
opportunity to introduce himself by other means. Judging by the tone of his letter, De
Montigny’s admiration of the Analytical Institutions was not ceremonial but quite genuine.
“I know of no other work in this genre as clear, methodical, and broad-ranging as your
institutions of analysis,” he commented. Should Agnesi wish to correspond with “French
geometers” he was delighted to facilitate an introduction.32
Recent scholarship on Agnesi presents the 1775 publication of Pierre Thomas d’Ant-
elmy’s translation of the second volume, with additions by Charles Bossut, as evidence
of the continued utility of the second volume of Agnesi’s book as a textbook on differential
and integral calculus later in the century. The French editor continued to admire its “clear
and precise manner” [Agnesi, 1775, p. iii] Yet it was impossible to forget the unusual cir-
cumstances of the author. The historian of mathematics Jean-Etienne Montucla, a contem-
porary of Agnesi, wistfully observed that he wished some French lady mathematician had
translated the Analytical Institutions [Montucla, 1799–1802, Vol. 2, p. 171]. At the end of the31 For the receipt of Agnesi’s Analytical Institutions by the Royal Society, see Royal Society, Letters
and Papers. II.20 (Maria Gaetana Agnesi, 18 January 1749). The book was sent by Fontanieu who
noted that it was the work of “a very young Lady in Milan who begins to distinguish herself in the
Sciences.” On the Italian membership of the Royal Society, see [Boas Hall, 1982; Cavazza, 2002].
32 AAIS, Lettere ricevute, fasc. 2 (1741–1750). A.B. (De Montigny to Agnesi, Paris, 8 December
1749).
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Germain (1776–1831), whose first mentor, Giuseppe Luigi (later Joseph Louis) Lagrange
(1736–1813), recalled how influential the style and clarity of the Analytical Institutions
had been on his own writing as a mathematician, making Agnesi’s textbook available to
French readers [Truesdell, 1989a, p. 136].33 In Montucla’s image of the mathematical com-
munity, a book by a woman needed a female translator. Châtelet would have had a bitingly
critical response to this essentialization of the female mind [Daston, 1992].
Colson offered a somewhat different perspective by suggesting instead that Agnesi’s
book needed to be translated into a more popular idiom in order to make it compre-
hensible for the majority of women who did not have the benefit of her intensive edu-
cation in languages, philosophy, and mathematics. He wished she had written a kind of
Mathematics for Ladies in the spirit of Algarotti—another book that graced the family
library but clearly did not inspire her own writing—but he understood that she had not
aimed for this kind of popularization. Reading her book, however, inspired Colson to
think that he might fulfill this role (he was, after all, the English translator of a number
of the Abbé Nollet’s popular works on electricity). He began a work entitled The Plan
of the Lady’s System of Analyticks, which explained Agnesi’s Analytical Institutions
“article by article.” Yet he also saw the original text as a challenge to the English blue-
stocking community to demonstrate their mathematical proficiency. Colson felt that
reading Agnesi would encourage “the Ladies of this Country . . . to show the world,
as they easily might, that they are not to be excelled by any foreign Ladies whatever,
in any valuable accomplishment” [Agnesi, 1801, Vol. 1, p. vi].34 If the English needed
to know about Agnesi, then the Italians should hear of The Ladies Diary (1704–1840), whose
culture of mathematical problem solving between the sexes surely inspired Colson’s compan-
ion volume to Agnesi, as well as the accomplishments of singularly talented English women
mathematicians [Albree and Brown, 2009; Costa, 2002]. Had Colson published his translation
and commentary before his death in 1760, we might indeed be able to trace an English recep-
tion of the Analytical Institutions comparable to the French response. But Jane Squire was
recently deceased and Mary Somerville, who would indeed be compared to Agnesi by William
Whewell, was not yet born [Neeley and Somerville, 2001, p. 4].35
Instead, Colson’s project languished with his other papers until it was resuscitated in
1801. (Figure 4) At that point, it was primarily received as a historical curiosity rather than
an up-to-date textbook, judging by the lengthy and mostly unflattering review of its con-
tents in The Monthly Review in which the author charitably observed:33 For an interesting comparative study of Agnesi, Châtelet, and Germain, see [Klens, 1994].
34 The manuscript of Colson’s The Plan of the Lady’s System of Analyticks and his two-volume
draft translation of the Analytical Institutions still exist in the Manuscripts Room of the Cambridge
University Library: ms. 954 (Ee. II.36) and mss. 955–956 (Ee. II. 37, 38). I hope to study these
manuscripts more carefully while completing my own research on Agnesi.
35 In a review of Somerville’s On the Connexion of the Physical Sciences (1834) published in the
Quarterly Review 51 (1834): 68, and quoted in [Neeley and Somerville, 2001, p. 4], Whewell
compared her to Hypatia and Agnesi:
[Extract]Three women in three different ages born,
Greece, Italy and England did adorn;
Rare as poetic minds of master flights,
Three only rose to science’ loftiest heights.
Fig. 4. John Colson’s “witch of Agnesi” in his English translation of Agnesi’s Analytical Institutions.
Source: Maria Gaetana Agnesi, Analytical Institutions, in Four Books, ed. John Hellins, trans. John
Colson (London, 1801), vol. 1, p. 222. Courtesy of Special Collections, Stanford University Libraries.
36 Am
268 P. Findlen[Extract]We express not a wish that the original work had never been written; for it prob-
ably did good in its time, and aided the advancement of science: but we should not have
given our vote in favour of publishing the translation; because it can do no good now, or,
to speak more precisely, there are other books of a like nature and less bulk which can do
more good [Anon., 1803, p. 259].Yet before we consider this acerbic review the final word on the reception of Agnesi in the
English-speaking world, we should consider a letter by one Thomas Irving of North Carolina
to George Burns, editor of the Mathematical Correspondent in New York. Thanking Burns
for bringing Agnesi’s book to his attention, Irving described his success in ordering a copy
from London and his delight in perusing its contents. “I do not hesitate to declare that, in
my opinion, it is the most valuable analytical production that has yet appeared in our lan-
guage” [Irving, 1806, p. 253]. At least one American reader was more willing to see its virtues
rather than its errors. Perhaps he represented that “middle class, between mathematicians and
students desirous of becoming mathematicians” whose existence the reviewer who wrote for
The Monthly Review could not begin to fathom? [Anon., 1803, p. 259].
If the limited distribution of Agnesi’s Analytical Institutions in England produced a
delayed response that had virtually no effect on her reputation in her own lifetime, though
adding considerably to her historical legacy, by 1750 discussions of the book began to
migrate from letters and conversations into print. As professors in Italy’s leading universi-
ties and academies professed their admiration for Agnesi’s latest accomplishment, they wid-
ened its sphere of reception. Agnesi’s Analytical Institutions was an event as much as it was
also a publication. It was a book that needed to be reviewed. In July 1749 the editor of the
internationally acclaimed Nova Acta Eruditorum in Leipzig received a notice of Agnesi’s
book from a Venetian correspondent.36
Most reviews of the Analytical Institutions appeared within a year. The first news of this
kind came from the leading Italian-language journals published in Florence and Venice,
beginning with Giovanni Lami’s Novelle letterarie (which considered it significant enough
to merit two separate reviews between August and September 1749) and Francesco Zaccar-
ia’s ironically bemused account of a book that raised the fear that the sexes might reverse
themselves if a woman taught algebra in his Storia letteraria d’Italia [Anon., 1749; Zaccaria,
1750]. Agnesi must have considered herself fortunate to have subsequent reviews return to
the substance of her publication. Tommaso Perelli (1704–1783), professor of astronomy
and director of the observatory at the University of Pisa, wrote a lengthy and positive
review of Agnesi’s book for another Florentine journal, the Giornale de’ letterati, which
he had been encouraged to do by one of Agnesi’s Venetian admirers, the naturalistbr., ms. O. 201 sup., c. 20 (Francesco Griselini to Agnesi, Venice, 3 July 1749).
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tian Novelle della Repubblica Letteraria published a well-informed review on 6 June 1750,
appropriately praising her association with two of the leading mathematicians of the Vene-
tian Republic, Rampinelli from Brescia and Riccati from Castelfranco Veneto, and rein-
forcing the idea that “clarity and simplicity” were the book’s most laudable features
[Perelli, 1750; Anon., 1750c].37
The appearance of reviews in the most important French and German scholarly jour-
nals—the Journal des Scavans (May 1750) and the Nova Acta Eruditorum (October
1750)—confirmed Agnesi’s European-wide reputation. The Journal des Scavans reproduced
verbatim Pope Benedict XIV’s letter of appreciation to Agnesi. Praising its organization,
examples, and diagrams and its comprehensive coverage of the methods of analysis, the
anonymous Leipzig reviewer declared, “No one among the famous men in the mathemat-
ical republic should neglect to concede the honor due to the person who composed these
Institutions” [Anon., 1750a, p. 310; 1750b].
The distribution of these journals ensured that many people who did not have access to a
copy of Agnesi’s Analytical Institutions, or even a desire to read it, nonetheless had a basic
grasp of the public significance of her accomplishments. Academy memberships and schol-
arly accolades enhanced her learned reputation, but book reviews fueled a kind of raw
celebrity in the republic of letters. Soon everyone wanted to know about the lady mathema-
tician from Milan, which is precisely why Mazzucchelli, when composing his unfinished
biographical dictionary of Italian writers, diligently began to research the “life of Signora
Agnesi” during 1749–1750. He wanted to know every juicy biographical detail, anticipating
his readers’ desire to gain insight into one of the most famous women in Italy.38
Back in Rome, Benedict XIV was still considering how to properly recognize Agnesi for
the publication of her book. Within a week of his initial response, he commissioned Cardi-
nal Ruffo to deliver a medal and a gold crown encrusted with precious gems, an act of
papal patronage that also indicated his own opinion that Agnesi had a virtual degree, since
Bassi had received a silver crown of laurels in 1732. Observing the reception of the Analyt-
ical Institutions, he began to contemplate the idea of some appropriate institutional
acknowledgment of her mathematical abilities. If Agnesi could be counted “among the
leading Professors of Analysis,” then why shouldn’t she be an actual professor? One year
after he had congratulated Agnesi, he took up his pen again to write the Senate of Bologna.
“Beloved Sons, Noble Men, Greetings, and Apostolic Benedictions,” began his missive of
24 June 1750.37 Ib
38 BA[Extract]Some time ago, the renowned Maria Gaetana Agnesi sent you a gift of her
works which have met with public applause. As was only right and proper, we thanked
her. Some time afterwards, by means of our Cardinal Secretary of State, she indicated her
desire to obtain an honorary lectureship in the subject of her profession in our celebrated
University of Bologna. Being well informed about ancient and recent examples, we know
that it is not contrary to the custom of the university to offer even women this remark-
able sign of our honorable esteem when they achieve that eminent degree of knowledgeid, c. 20v (Francesco Griselini to Agnesi, Venice, 3 July 1749).
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petition for them, remaining only to give you the Apostolic Benediction.39Benedict XIV’s carefully worded letter left no room for prevarication. If anyone hesi-
tated about the idea, he reminded them that it had been done before, that he fully under-
stood the criteria of exceptionality on which it was based, and that it would be done again if
other women measured up to the achievements of Bassi and Agnesi (and not, as a number
of later biographers suggested, because her father had been a professor at the university
[Zambrini, 1837; Kramer, 1970; see the discussion in Minonzio, 2006, pp. 113–114]). The
question of whose idea this was remains ambiguous. Benedict XIV attributed it to Agnesi,
but she credited the pope. Whatever the truth of the matter, it was in her interest to present
herself as too modest to request the position of lectrice honoraria. However, this less well-
known papal document raises some doubt about the sincerity of her surprise when she
heard of plans to make her a professor.40
When the pope’s letter arrived in Bologna, it was read immediately in the Senate, but
there were an insufficient number of senators present to form a quorum. It was a warm
Saturday in July. Who would spend the weekend in the city when the invitingly fresh air
of the countryside beckoned? On Tuesday, July 7, the Senators regrouped; they immedi-
ately and unanimously inscribed Agnesi into the rolls of their university professors as an
honorary lecturer. No salary was required nor were there many expectations. The pope
asked his old friend, the chemist Beccari, to be the bearer of this joyful news. Describing
the jubilation of the Bolognese Senate in doing the pope’s bidding, Beccari outlined the lim-
ited official duties of Agnesi’s honorary professorship in mathematics, while encouraging
her to come to Bologna to take full advantage of its possibilities. “A female lecturer need
not ascend to that university chair to which you are appointed and her colleagues do not
have to have the opportunity to hear her and admire her,” he wrote on 8 July 1750. How-
ever, Beccari exhorted Agnesi to maintain the tradition of women professors by accepting
the honor bestowed upon her in person. “Since the most ancient times Bologna has heard
people of your sex from its public university chairs. It is your turn to maintain this tradition
in the possession of this honor, indeed you should render it even more extraordinary.”41
Throughout the summer the citizens of Bologna encouraged Agnesi to leave Lombardy
and officially enter the city that was known as a “paradise for women.”42 But she would not
leave Milan. Graciously she accepted their tribute, expressing her surprise at the pope’s
seemingly “spontaneous indulgence” of her accomplishments and the Senate’s approval
of his recommendation. “I truly feel the greatness of a benefice to which I would never have
dared to aspire, and feel it even more strongly knowing perfectly well that I do not merit it,”
declared Agnesi in September 1750 [Grossi, 1843, Letter V]. The next month the Senate offi-
cially conferred her professorship in absentia. They sent it to Benedict XIV’s Secretary of
State, Cardinal Silvio Valenti Gonzaga, to forward to Agnesi. “You should not thank usB, ms. 279, n. 32 (Benedict XIV to the Senate of Bologna, Rome, 24 June 1750). On Benedict
s gifts to Agnesi, see [Anzoletti and Agnesi, 1900, p. 271].
m quite certain that Professor Mazzotti would agree with me that this document complicates
ory that it was only the pope’s idea or that Agnesi was surprised when she heard of it. The idea
erminated in late summer 1749 as a conversation between Rome, Milan, and possibly Bologna.
br. O. 201 sup., c. 46v (Beccari to Agnesi, Bologna, 8 July 1750).
B, ms. 770, vol. LXVVI, c. 517 (Anton Francesco Ghiselli, Memorie manoscritte di Bologna, as
d by [Graziosi, 1993, pp. 148–149; Cavazza, 2000, p. 161].
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ognized with great fanfare by the leading scientific institutions of the Papal States without
obliging anyone to deal with the mundane details of how to integrate another woman pro-
fessor into the daily activities of the university. Agnesi would remain on the rolls of the Uni-
versity of Bologna as an honorary professor of mathematics until 1796 [Dallari, 1891–1924;
Mazzetti, 1847, p. 12]. She was the best imaginary professor they ever appointed.
Shortly after the heady events of 1749–1750, Agnesi’s book received its ultimate public
accolade, not in the hallowed halls of learning but in the raucous theater of the Venetian
playwright Carlo Goldoni. At the height of her fame, Agnesi sent him a copy of the Ana-
lytical Institutions. A few years later Goldoni repaid her gift by inserting a brief account of
it in his latest play, The Dutch Physician, first performed in Milan in 1756. Waiting to see
the physician, one of his patients observes the maid removing from the shelf “a certain book
that treats Analysis . . . from Milan” to bring to the physician’s niece. When Monsieur
Guden expresses his amazement that a young woman would read such a rebarbative book,
her maid Carolina tartly responds. “You wonder that my mistress likes the sweet study of
geometry? You should rather marvel at the fact that a woman of deep learning has given
such a great book to the world. The author is Italian, my lord, not Dutch, an illustrious and
wise woman who honors her country” [Goldoni, 1912, pp. 22–23; Mazzotti, 2008, p. 123].44
Conjuring up the specter of an imaginary female reader of Agnesi, Goldoni captured the
excited and skeptical tone of conversations about her book while its appearance was still
fresh in people’s minds.
5. Giving up science
We now turn to the final paradox of Agnesi’s life: her retreat from the world of learning
in pursuit of her higher calling to perform great and pious acts of charity. If Minonzio’s and
Cupillari’s books are concerned almost exclusively with Agnesi the mathematician,
Mazzotti’s project instead tackles Agnesi’s religiosity head on, offering the most nuanced
treatment of her evolving understanding of the relationship between knowledge and faith.
While Luisa Anzoletti considered Agnesi a “psychological enigma,” Mazzotti instead
approaches her decision with a full understanding of the ways in which faith was the alpha
and omega guiding her intellectual choices, especially in a Catholic city whose educational
institutions and leading scholars were overwhelmingly men in religious orders [Gabba,
1900, quoted in Anzoletti, 1900, p. 340; Mazzotti, 2001, p. 658]. Put quite simply, we might43 Ambr. O. 202 sup., c. 13 (Dispaccio del Senato di Bologna, 5 October 1750); c. 10 (Cardinal Silvio
Valenti Gonzaga to Agnesi, Rome, 14 October 1750). The official document conferring her position
and bearing the same date as the cardinal’s letter can be found on c. 14. Ambr. O. 202 sup., c. 8
(Benedict XIV to Agnesi, Rome, 26 September 1750). For an example of a letter encouraging her to
come to Bologna, see ms. O. 201 sup., c. 48 (Luigi del Giudice to Agnesi, Bologna, 21 July 1750).
44 Goldoni mentions Agnesi’s gift to him: “having given me her algebraic work, I must respond with
my comic work” [Goldoni, 1880, p. 108]. Agnesi’s presentation of her book to Goldoni suggests a
certain desire to expand her reputation beyond a restricted circle of patrons, natural philosophers,
and mathematicians. We see this also in her correspondence with Flaminio Scarselli, professor of
rhetoric, tragedian, and secretary to the Bolognese ambassador in Rome. Through Abbé Nerini, she
presented him with a copy of the Analytical Institutions in 1750, and he responded with a gift of his
1747 translation of Fenelon’s vastly popular epic, Télémaque. BUB, Cod. 59 (72), vol. 6 (Agnesi to
Scarselli, Milan, 16 December 1750).
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came to a close, she had completed the intellectual project that preoccupied her for
almost two decades, namely, her formation as a philosopher and mathematician. At the
same time, she had fully satisfied her father’s requests to publicize her talents to the
benefit of her family. She now had to decide what her relationship would be with the
learned world that increasingly sought her opinion and hoped for new demonstrations of
her learning.
Agnesi’s celebrity as an author and professor produced new requests to engage in scien-
tific debates, discuss mathematical problems, and offer her judgment about the work of
younger scholars. When the young Barnabite philosopher Paolo Frisi (1728–1784), brother
of her eventual biographer Anton Francesco and also a student of Rampinelli, asked her
opinion of his critique of Maupertuis’s account of the shape of the earth, Agnesi demurred.
She advised him to double-check his calculations, reminding him how easy it was to make
embarrassing errors. She also warned him about the perils of taking on a powerful institu-
tion such as the Paris Academy of Sciences. Politely she thanked him for his favorable pub-
licity for her Analytical Institutions but refused to engage with the problems he had raised.45
Frisi heeded her prudent advice in how to critique the work of a famous French scientist.
By 1753 he—not Agnesi—was a corresponding member of the Paris Academy. Frisi would
continue to celebrate Agnesi for having used her “female pen” to sketch the entire develop-
ment of analysis with “the greatest clarity and simplicity” [Frisi, 1778, pp. 52–53].
Agnesi’s health had again begun to suffer under the strain of all this activity, especially
the burden of “continuous correspondence.” In December 1751 she told Sebastiano Cant-
erzani that she could not read the paper he had sent from Bologna. Her physician had for-
bidden her to read anything because of “an obstinate headache that assaults me
continuously, not even allowing me a day’s respite from its effects, with a throbbing pulsa-
tion which noticeably troubles me at night. My head has been terribly weakened from this
so it is better if I let it rest for awhile.” That same month she also apologized to Paolo Frisi
for her inability to read his book.46 By late winter 1752 she seems to have been in somewhat
better spirits since she participated in one of her father’s conversazioni with her sister Maria
Teresa and acknowledged the receipt of Francesco Maria Zanotti’s contribution to the
seemingly endless controversy over vis viva. But perhaps it held her interest more than other
kinds of publications, since he had made another female member of the Bologna Academy,
the Neapolitan princess and mathematician Faustina Pignatelli (d. 1785), into the principal
protagonist of his scientific dialogue [Zanotti, 1752; Mazzotti, 2008, p. 124].47 Instead, when45 Ambr., ms. Y. 150 sup, cc. 125, 127, 129 (Agnesi to Paolo Frisi, Milan, 27 May and 1 June 1750).
In the section of Paolo Frisi’s Disquisitio mathematica in causam physicam figurae et magnitudinis
telluris nostrae (Milan, 1751), where he calculated attraction according to Newton’s laws, he offered
the following praise of Agnesi’s textbook: “Videantur alia inter Analyseos opera, celeberrimae
D. Agnesi institutionum liber tertius cap. I., in quo ea, quae ingeniosissimae foeminae propria est,
persicuitate, ac ordine, difficillimam calculi integralis partem, integrationum scilicet regulas mirifice
enucleat. Ipsi ad integranda formula hac nostra calculi toedio parcentes, supersedemus” [Frisi, 1751,
pp. 46–47]. On Frisi’s role in the debates over geodesy, see [Nastasi, 1987].
46 The burdens of correspondence are described by Anton Francesco Frisi in his biography, where
he also paraphrases her letter to his brother; see [Cupillari, 2007, p. 72]. Biblioteca Nazionale
Centrale, Florence, Tordi. 539, 7 (Agnesi to Canterzani, Milan, 20 December 1751).
47 BCAB, B. 160, let. 54 (Agnesi to Zanotti, Milan, 15 March 1752).
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Rampinelli, since he was unsure if he would find her in the city.48
Riccati probably had heard about the death of her father Pietro on 19 March 1752. From
Padua the physics professor Poleni sent a note of condolence about the dual loss of “your
most loving parent” and one of Milan’s charismatic preachers, Abbé Carlo Maurizio
Ronzoni. He also promised to send one of his forthcoming publications. Acknowledging
his kindness, Agnesi responded that she would gladly receive Poleni’s gift, while warning
him that she no longer expected to pursue her studies as she had done in the preceding
two decades, “because the only motive for my study, which was to give pleasure to my most
beloved father, has ceased, and because of the habitual headache that impedes me from
continuing my studies, at least with the usual purpose.” 49 Elsewhere she affirmed that while
she considered her learning a tribute to God with a certain degree of utility, she had primar-
ily become a mathematician out of obedience to “my father’s will. Now I have found better
ways to serve God, and to be useful to others” [Frisi, 1799, p. 71, as translated in Mazzotti,
2008, p. 145] She effectively ended this career in 1752 in pursuit of her next vocation.
At the age of 34, unmarried but with no expressed desire to enter a convent, unlike four
of her sisters, who became nuns, Agnesi renounced her position as Milan’s leading woman
scientist and mathematician and shortly thereafter her claims to the family fortune. She also
took the precaution of making a will, declaring herself to be a “good, faithful Christian
Catholic.”50 Mazzotti carefully details her prior acts of charity, both in the Ospedale Mag-
giore and as a member of the Congregation of the Schools of Christian Doctrine, where she
instructed poor children in the sestiere of Porta Romana in their catechism. He also high-
lights her desire to transform part of Palazzo Agnesi into an infirmary, even when her
father was alive. Don Pietro’s death allowed her to realize these other plans fully. Agnesi
initially devoted her attention to the further education of her siblings, especially her youn-
gest brother, Giuseppe, but she also began to perform greater acts of piety and charity
throughout the city. She gave up mathematics to devote herself to God and the care of
Milan’s poor and infirm. In the final decades of her long life and immediately thereafter,
she would be celebrated for leading a “most exemplary Christian life” [Frisi, 1799, p. 6].
In 1759 Agnesi left Palazzo Agnesi for more humble quarters. She divested herself of
most of her worldly goods, including Maria Theresa’s gift of a diamond ring in a crystal
box, which she reportedly sold to an English friend of the family. Her greatest ambition
was to raise funds for a new hospital. While she failed in this endeavor, living on a marginal
income in a series of ever more humble dwellings, in 1771 her commitment to charitable
institutions led the founders of Milan’s newest hospital, the Pio Albergo Trivulzio, to
appoint her as director of the women’s ward. The hospital thrived, and by 1783 Agnesi
occupied two rooms with her sole remaining servant, since it seemed unseemly for this elder
paragon of virtue, unpaid for her years of labor on behalf of the hospital, to live outside this48 Biblioteca del Seminario, Padua, ms. 701 (Vincenzo Riccati to Rampinelli, Bologna, 16 May
1752).
49 Biblioteca Marciana, Venice, Ms. Ital., XXXX, letters 11 and 12 (Poleni to Agnesi, Padua, 15
April 1752; Agnesi to Poleni, 19 April 1752). Two subsequent letters (letters 13 and 14) indicate how
Poleni began to view their relationship as a matter of patronage rather than philosophical
correspondence.
50 On the terms of the agreement Agnesi made with her brothers Giuseppe and Giacomo and her
father’s third wife, Antonia Bonati, see ASM, Fondo Notarile 43911, n. 348 (15 June 1752). Having
made this agreement, she then filed a will; n. 352 (11 July 1752).
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pital work and used her celebrity to publicly defend Milan’s charities until just before her
death. On behalf of her brother Giuseppe, Agnesi found herself in the ironic position of
protecting her family’s property as their fortunes declined and they were forced to divest
themselves of the family patrimony, even partitioning Palazzo Agnesi into apartments to
produce some rental income. On 9 January 1799, she took a spoonful of oil, attempted
to eat a slice of orange, and died of pneumonia.6. Commemorating Agnesi
The mathematical community only gradually acknowledged her withdrawal from the
republic of letters. When Vincenzo Riccati’s letter regarding his discovery of how to modify
Clairaut’s formula without separating indeterminates appeared in 1753, he explained his
decision to compose it as a letter to Agnesi “who, after the appearance of two most learned
tomes of the Analytical Institutions, has earned the right to be the judge of this kind of
material.” Riccati ended his demonstration of the four cases he had discovered with the
fond wish that Agnesi would continue to be an active participant in mathematical discus-
sions. “Do your best to keep yourself occupied with geometry and analysis for a long time,”
he wrote encouragingly in November 1750 [Riccati, 1753, pp. 63, 72]. By the time his letter
was published three years later, his good wishes for Agnesi’s future were no longer her own.
Even as Agnesi removed herself from this world, Riccati kept her reputation alive in his
own publications.
Other younger mathematicians, including the members of the Turin Academy of Sci-
ences, would continue to seek out her approval of their work [Mazzotti, 2008, p. 145]. As
Minonzio discusses in his useful analysis of the reputation of Agnesi’s textbook in the sec-
ond half of the 18th century, Riccati saw his own Analytical Institutions (1765–1767) as
continuing the tradition of Italian mathematics textbooks, in which she played a signal role,
indeed making its findings available to a broader audience by publishing his own work in
Latin. In the introduction to the first volume of his textbook, Riccati let his readers know
that he was advancing a project begun by Agnesi by explicitly comparing the content of the
two works. He reminded readers of the significance of Agnesi’s accomplishment in writing a
clear book on a difficult subject for the “necessity and utility for Italian youth” [Riccati,
1765, Vol. 1, pp. xii–xiii; Minonzio, 2006, pp. 97–112, esp. pp. 101, 108].
While Agnesi was increasingly unavailable for correspondence and conversation—“some
years ago she had a correspondence with the best scholars, to whose questions she
responded promptly and insightfully,” observed one anonymous Bolognese biographer in
176251—responding to the Analytical Institutions was indeed a project of a certain circle
of Italian mathematicians in the mid-18th century. An anonymous and undated manuscript
in Bologna devoted seven pages of commentary on those “places in Agnesi explained upon
the request of someone who found difficulties here.”52 At least one reader decided that the
book deserved its own line by line commentary of the kind that Colson later aspired to
produce. In 1762 the Florentine abbé Jacopo Fallani composed his Annotations on the51 BUB, ms. 133, n. 3 (Notizie spettanti alla Sig.ra Agnesi di Milano, 1762). See also Frisi’s comments
on her withdrawal from these activities in [Cupillari, 2007, p. 77].
52 BUB, ms. 4143, Caps. IX, no. 3, ff. 71–77 (Luoghi dell’Agnesi spiegati ad instanza d’alcuno, che vi
trovava difficoltà).
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pages.53 Though still less than half the size of the original book, it was by the far the most
detailed response to her work, with the exception of Riccati’s textbook a few years later.
Both of these manuscripts, neither cited in any of the recent scholarship, merit further study
to understand how readers responded critically to the content of Agnesi’s textbook. While
it did not circulate widely, it was nonetheless read and appreciated.
By the time Mazzucchelli completed his biography of Agnesi, published in 1758, he felt
obligated to offer a moral portrait of a woman mathematician that underscored the second-
ary importance of her scientific and mathematical abilities in her life’s work. He concluded
his biography with the observation that however impressive her accomplishments, their
totality meant “absolutely nothing if one wishes to compare it with those rare moral gifts
which grace her soul” [Mazzucchelli, 1753–1763, Vol. 1, Part 1, p. 200]. Such comments were
the harbinger of a full-fledged history of Agnesi’s piety, which would be strongly cultivated
by her most important contemporary biographer Frisi, reinforced by the publication of her
spiritual manuscript, entitled The Mystic Heaven, by Anzoletti at the beginning of the 20th
century, and most recently analyzed with great subtlety by Mazzotti. The temptation to
transform Agnesi into a “saintly scientist,” as the subtitle of Giovanna Tilche’s popular
book described her, is great, but the virtue of Mazzotti’s study is to demonstrate how cler-
ical science and mathematics in general still were in the 18th-century Catholic world [Frisi,
1799; Anzoletti and Agnesi, 1900; Tilche, 1984]. Unlike Tilche, none of the current biogra-
phers see Agnesi’s second career as the result of a poor response to her work as a mathe-
matician. It was a clear and conscious choice to pursue a spiritual life.
Even as Agnesi made this decision, the world was not entirely ready to let her go. In 1752
the Brescian mathematician Giambattista Suardi, himself conscious of the legacy of Rampi-
nelli in his native city, published a treatise advertising a “geometric pen” that would facilitate
the drawing of curves and other geometric forms. Suardi used his new instrument to draw the
versiera whose discovery he credited to Agnesi. Placing Agnesi in the elite company of Bassi
and Châtelet, Suardi proudly declared them to be the three women most capable of using his
mechanical instrument. “I would place the Pen . . . solely in the hands of famous and learned
Women” [Suardi, 1752, pp. 5, 113; Masotti, 1940, p. 112; Findlen, 2003]. The Bologna
Academy of Sciences rewarded Suardi for his efforts by making him a member in 1753.
His admiration for Agnesi led him to become a mathematics tutor to another woman, who
hoped to follow in the footsteps of her illustrious Milanese predecessor.
Agnesi’s retreat from public life was not indefinite. The more pious and humble she
became, the more interesting she was for new reasons. The fact that she had also been a
famous mathematician and still held her honorary professorship and academy member-
ships only added to the curious spectacle of how an intellectual prodigy became a kind
of living saint. In the 1770s and 1780s Agnesi’s affiliation with the Pio Albergo Trivulzio
gave her a new kind of visibility, precipitating a retrospective appreciation of her intellec-
tual merits by Milan’s most engaged and enlightened citizens. It is tempting to say that she
was rediscovered, but she had never really been forgotten. Pier Domenico Soresi, son of a
Piedmontese bricklayer and closely involved with the projects for educational and religious
reform animating the Milanese Enlightenment, made her into an exemplary instance of a
woman using her education on behalf of the disenfranchised in his Essay on Necessity53 Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Florence, Ms. Pal. 603 (Annotazioni all’Instituzioni Analitiche di
D. Maria Gaetana Agnesi Milanese dell’Ab.e Jacopo Fallani Fiorentino, 1762).
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13; Mazzotti, 2008, pp. 45, 84]. Gradually a new kind of biography of Agnesi emerged. It
underscored the Christian virtues of giving back to society the fruits of one’s own talent
and education. Little wonder that that learned representative of Catholic action, the Tren-
tine writer and poet Luisa Anzoletti, who spent most of her adult life in Milan, would see
Agnesi as the prototype of Catholic feminism at the dawn of the 20th century. For Anzo-
letti, Agnesi’s dual career deserved to be celebrated as an example of the historical impor-
tance of women’s direct involvement in the problems that engaged their society. She
transformed Agnesi into a model of learning, faith, and political activism in support of
her own efforts to improve modern Italy and establish a place for women in modern
Catholicism (Scaraffia, 1999).
Other admirers of Agnesi could not see her pious vocation as the culmination of her pur-
suit of knowledge. Pietro Verri (1728–1797), co-founder of the city’s liveliest journal, Il Caf-
fé, and a political economist, reformer, and philosophe at the vanguard of the Milanese
Enlightenment, perceived Agnesi’s humble existence to be a defect of his own society rather
than a personal and voluntary act of charity. The very year in which Paolo Frisi suggested
that Agnesi deserved a statue as one of Milan’s great mathematicians, Verri wrote his
brother Alessandro an impassioned letter about Agnesi’s obscurity in the city that he loved:[Extract]I cannot make peace with the fact that Maria Agnesi, the most illustrious
learned woman among those living, of whom the history of centuries past has produced
no one similar, and who would be an idol in Paris or London, walks through Milan unac-
knowledged and unknown. Nor in the distribution of money has anyone remembered to
assign her a university chair, a pension, admit her personally to the noble class, etc.
Under the reign of such an illustrious woman, whom history will remember for the great-
ness of her spirit, the Ministers [of State] didn’t miss the opportunity to have thus
neglected to remember her with the honors that a woman famous for her knowledge
deserves. This freezes the heart of every youngster who might be capable of surpassing
mediocrity in algebra and perhaps in other things.Early in 1779 he repeated his sour impression of the inability of the Austrian government
and many of his fellow citizens to recognize the treasure in their midst. “Maria Agnesi is
neglected in Milan. Whoever writes the history of our times will not be able to spare our
contemporaries from satire.” His brother Alessandro agreed, responding from Rome
expressing his disgust at the celebrity accorded literary mediocrities who could not hold a
candle to their favorite learned woman: “What is truly nauseating is the disregard with which
Agnesi, rare prodigy of her sex, has been forgotten when Maggi, Balestrieri, and even Passe-
roni are considered to honor the homeland” [Seregni, 1910–1942, Vol. 10, pp. 93, 199]. For
Verri there was no question that Agnesi played a central role in the genealogy of Milan’s
Enlightenment. “First there was the Palatine Society, then Agnesi, then Frisi, thus the Society
of Il Caffé” [Seregni, 1910–1942, Vol. 11, p. 71; Messbarger, 1999]. Mazzotti devotes several
fine pages to the interconnections of these different projects and individuals, but there is no
question that we need to understand more fully Verri’s idea of how the mathematical projects
of the Catholic Enlightenment provided the roots for Milan’s more secular, cosmopolitan,
and politically and economically radical projects of the Enlightenment. Verri’s comments
reveal not what Agnesi was but what she became in the eyes of a younger generation. A couple
of years later, Paolo Frisi’s own contribution to the Italian tradition of mathematical text-
books copiously referenced Agnesi’s Analytical Institutions. Riccati’s positive evaluation of
Agnesi’s mathematical contributions in 1765 still held true in 1782 [Frisi, 1782, pp. 8, 11,
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1940, p. 112].
The appearance of yet another mathematical letter addressed to Agnesi further reinforced
the idea that the imaginary professor was still an active scientific mind to be consulted, at
least in conversations constructed through print. In 1780 Giovan Pietro Rati dedicated
his meditation “on the inequality of two unknowns equal in appearance” to Agnesi. While
it is unclear when this letter was written, the content leaves no doubt that it was well into her
second life as a woman devoted entirely to God. Rati somewhat sheepishly confessed that he
knew that she considered the human sciences “frivolities.” At the same time, he wanted to
express publicly how Agnesi’s combination of piety and learning inspired his own fascina-
tion with mathematics. “I know otherwise that, after the light above, I know the infinitely
great Cause of Causes when I contemplate the universal concatenation of beings, the laws
of nature, and I measure them with the doctrines which you illustrated,” he wrote ecstati-
cally. For this younger mathematical physicist Agnesi’s life was a model to emulate. “The
study of these sciences also can open the path to the perfection of the spirit, and is not denied
to the female sex,” he declared. Expressing the hope that Agnesi might one day publish her
long-neglected commentary on the Marquis de l’Hôpital’s treatise on conic sections, Rati
encouraged her to consider his suggestion of providing “a new font of instruction for Italian
youth” that would give “foreign academies a new motive for admiration and applause”
[Rati, 1780, p. 376]. To my knowledge, she never responded. Rati belonged to the younger
generation of scholars who grew up admiring her textbook, and who sought to establish
some connection with their mathematical muse, in part, to understand why she chose to
abandon the pursuit of knowledge.
Frisi’s death in 1784 provided his good friend Verri with yet another opportunity to prod
Milan into recognizing its most famous and, to his mind, forgotten citizen. Blithely ignoring
Agnesi’s clearly articulated desire to become a model Catholic in the city of Saint Ambrose,
a project she had fully realized by the 1780s, Verri rewrote the story of her life to his own
satisfaction, as the first of many biographers to do so. He described Agnesi as “avoiding the
indifference of citizens in her solitude and consoling herself with works of piety, having
found no other reward for the flights of her sublime genius than external fame” [Verri,
1787, p. 46; Barbarisi, 1987]. His narrative made Agnesi into a symbol of Italy’s tragic
decline on the eve of modernity. For his generation to succeed, they had to rescue Milan’s
most learned living lady from self-imposed oblivion.
Mazzotti’s discovery of correspondence between Verri and Agnesi at the end of her life fur-
ther reinforces the sense that there was indeed a younger generation committed to preserving
her legacy. As financial pressures overwhelmed the Agnesi estate, which had become a moun-
tain of debts, her youngest brother Giuseppe found himself unable to pay taxes. The 80-year-
old Agnesi picked up her pen to ask Verri to intervene on their behalf [Mazzotti, 2008, p. 149].
This episode serves as a reminder that while Agnesi had largely retreated from the culture of
conversation in which she repeatedly demonstrated her learning until the 1750s, she had by no
means left behind her other obligations during the decades in which she performed charitable
work. In her own way, she was as committed to the preservation of the Agnesi family patri-
mony as she was to her mission of improving the infrastructure for and delivery of charity
in her native city. The most recent scholarship on Agnesi that includes this period of her life
makes it clear that her interventions on behalf of religious and charitable institutions were well
known to her contemporaries. Her energetic pursuit of charity only added to her fame.
Agnesi’s final apotheosis during her own lifetime came in the form of sculptor Giuseppe
Franchi’s stolen likeness: a bust he created in 1781 from a sketch he secretly made of her at
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not only because of the curiosity of the subject but also due to the quality of the artist, who
managed to capture “the invincible modesty of the most famous woman mathematician,
Signor Maria Gaetana Agnesi.”54 As Verri suggested, there was a longstanding desire to
immortalize Milan’s famous woman mathematician, but Agnesi consistently refused
requests for her portrait. Poems were written about it and copies were requested by admir-
ers of Agnesi for the final two decades of her life. Verri even passed a note to Cesare Bec-
caria during an evening meeting early in 1782, describing Franchi’s plans to create busts of
the two of them “after he made the bust of Agnesi” [Capra, 1999, Vol. 2, pp. 1007–1008].
There was indeed a project to make the genealogy of Milan’s Enlightenment visible.
In addition to fulfilling the original commission, Franchi made an elegant marble bust of
Agnesi, which he displayed in the Brera Academy of Fine Arts, newly inaugurated in 1776 to
reflect the growing taste for neoclassicism. It still exists today in the Pinacoteca Ambrosiana.
Members of the Bologna Academy of Sciences followed from afar the story of Agnesi’s pur-
loined portrait. Describing the events in Milan for his colleagues in Bologna, Sacchi included
a copy of the Latin verses which accompanied Franchi’s audacious theft with the following
comment: “I imagine that the Signora, who has forgotten the world for many years and
thinks of better things, will laugh at our solicitude, and thus with a joke we will have brought
to pass that which was necessary to begin by joking.”55 There was a delightful paradoxical
quality about Agnesi’s rejection of society, which, in a certain sense, only increased her celeb-
rity by distinguishing her from numerous other women of talent and ambition who were
constantly in the public eye, making a spectacle of themselves, as the poetic improviser
Corilla Olimpica did when she was crowned poet laureate on the steps of the Capitol in
Rome in 1776. One year later, Maria Pellegrini Amoretti became the first woman to receive
a law degree from the University of Pavia, inspiring Giuseppe Parini to write one of his most
famous poems on the wonder of a woman graduate [Ademollo, 1887; Giuli, 2009; Zorzoli,
1981]. Bassi’s death and funeral celebration in 1778 were also widely publicized as the death
of Italy’s most famous woman philosopher. The older generation was slowly passing away,
and yet Agnesi still lived as a talisman of the glories of this former era.
The next generation harbored its own ambition to produce a worthy heir to this tradition of
scientific women. Renewed discussions of Agnesi’s accomplishments at the end of the 18th cen-
tury ultimately inspired the emergence of another female mathematician: Maria Scarlatti of
Rome. In 1781 she published her Treatise on Algebra Reduced to Arithmetic. Emphasizing
the “clarity” of her explanation of Euclid’s Elements, the basic principles of geometry, and alge-
braic functions, Scarlatti saw herself as reviving the tradition of vernacular textbook writing
made famous by Agnesi. The review of her first book in the Efemeridi letterarie di Roma suggests
the changing climate in which her work was received. “If women—who by their own nature are
better disposed than us men to those efforts which required more patience than elevation of
mind—would apply themselves more generally to the culture of letters and sciences, they would
certainly be more capable than us of producing the most excellent elementary treatise for the
easy apprehension of these subjects.” The reviewer recalled the international praise that Agne-
si’s Analytical Institutions had received several decades ago for offering“the best elementary les-54 For an account of a copy of the original statue made for Cardinal Antonio Dugnani, the papal
nuncio in Paris in the early 1790s, accompanied by a Greek poem on the statue written for Agnesi by
the Barnabite father Francesco Fontana, see [Anon., 1794].
55 BUB, Ms. 3961. Caps CXVI, n. 30 (Sacchi, Memoria circa la S. D. Maria Gaetana Agnesi letterata
Milanese e circa il suo ritratto, Milan, 17 December 1781).
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tise sought to supplant Agnesi’s as the textbook for“beginners.”While praising the basic nature
of her accomplishment—her attention to algorithms, square roots, and cubic equations, frac-
tional calculus, and equations to the first degree—the reviewer expressed some perplexity at
the relationship between the first half of the book, devoted to algebraic functions, and the sec-
ond part, derived from Euclid. They simply did not cohere. Still, taking up her promise to even-
tually discuss something more than the “first rudiments of the scheme of calculus,” he expressed
the hope that she might eventually apply the same principles of explanation to more advanced
subjects [Anon., 1782, pp. 17–18]. In the eyes of at least one reader, Scarlatti’s Treatise lacked the
organizational clarity and intellectual sophistication of the work of her predecessor.
Scarlatti evidently harbored some ambition to receive the kind of recognition offered to
Agnesi several decades earlier. Or at least we should say that someone felt she ought to be
considered for a university professorship after publishing her Treatise. In 1782 the Univer-
sity of Rome “La Sapienza” convened a commission of three professors—Franco Maria
Gaudio (professor of mathematics at the Scuole Pie), Girolamo Maria Fondo (professor
of experimental physics at the Scuole Pie), and Carlo Maria Quarantotti (professor of
mathematics at the University of Rome)—to assess the merits of Signora Scarlatti’s publi-
cation. They referred approvingly to the recent review in the Efemeridi, as a fair account of
the merits of the book, but offered a more explicit critique of its limitations. Not only was it
a very basic introduction to calculus, but it took material that might be discussed in “a few
lessons” and inflated it into an entire and not especially well-organized book. They felt that
Scarlatti had sacrificed simplicity and clarity in an attempt to write something more ambi-
tious. “We therefore esteem meritorious Signora Scarlatti and we greatly praise the example
she offers to other women to emulate Agnesi and other women who became glorious
because of the science of calculus but, based on this first essay, we cannot yet judge her
to possess that valor which one would require for public lectures.”56 In the end, Scarlatti
appeared to them to be more of a Jane Squire than the next Agnesi.
Like the Englishwoman who wrote the pope, Scarlatti persisted in her project, publishing
her Analytic Course of Algebra Reduced to Arithmetic in 1809. She responded to her critics
by offering this second volume, which dealt with second-, third-, and fourth-degree equa-
tions, taking readers through less introductory aspects of calculus, and more thoroughly
explaining the calculation of different geometric figures. Scarlatti must have been gratified
to receive the following assessment from the review in the Mese letterario di Roma: “This
analytic course has the merit of brevity without being obscure, and is well arranged in its
parts.” Explicitly recalling her humiliation at the hands of Rome’s professors, her sympa-
thetic reviewer informed his readers:56 Ar
Fede
scien[Extract]The Masters of Mathematics, clothed in the flood of the modern analytical light,
will perhaps regard this feminine work with indifference but scholars will offer distinct
thanks to the author for having led them almost by the hand to the entrance of this most
elevated science, which is the ladder to all others, who esteem it well. We rejoice that Italy
still boasts its own Châtelet, and that even eternal Rome exalts its own Agnesi [Anon.,
1809a, pp. 30–31; Anon., 1809b].chivio di Stato, Rome, Università, b. 88. Lettori miscellanea (1736–1797), c. 340r. I thank
rica Favino for sharing this wonderful document with me from her own research on the
tific activities of the University of Rome.
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been closer to emulating the accomplishments of Agnesi than the initial response to her
first publication suggested. Perhaps she had simply made the mistake of publishing the
most elementary parts of her treatise without the accompaniment of the more advanced
material. Or perhaps she was not yet far enough along with her own mathematical stud-
ies in 1781 to explain the elements of calculus she presented in 1809. Whatever the case,
we can certainly say that the academic community in Rome had no desire to proclaim
her the next Agnesi, even if a broader public found the reincarnation appealing. There
was only one Agnesi and she was in Milan, tending to the needy and infirm when the
first book appeared and buried in an unmarked grave by the time the second volume
was published.
Pietro Verri was still fuming about the lack of recognition for Milan’s most famous
woman. When his good friend Paolo Frisi died in 1787, he reminded his fellow citizens
of Milan that Frisi had forced them to see the light of reason when they had willfully
ignored its earlier glimmering in the work of Agnesi. Verri passionately described how
Frisi “through his example, with his lectures, and with his writings was the first to shake
the nation—in which the immortal lady Maria Agnesi uselessly was on exhibit—from its
slumber.” In 1788 he wrote privately about his great disgust that neither of them had
received any recognition from their city. “Lady Maria Agnesi . . . has kept herself seg-
regated from all society, enchantingly occupying herself for many years with the assis-
tance of the poor infirm” [Verri, 1787, p. 99; Verri, 2003, p. 552; Verga, 1900, Vol. 1, pp.
23–24, 44, 266–267]. He would write of these issues again in his posthumously published
History of Milan [Verri, 1850]. Verri’s desire to create a monument to the lady whom he
presented to the world as “obliged to hide in a hospital” verged on an obsession.
Shortly before his own death and long after Franchi created his famous portrait, Verri
gave an impassioned speech publicly chastising his city for neglecting to celebrate its
heroes. In December 1796 he asked them to erect monuments throughout the city to
the six most important men to emerge from Milan in the past two centuries and of
course its most famous woman. Verri reiterated his request that Milan offer Agnesi a
stipend and professorship [Bianchi, 1803, p. 279; Bianchi, 1796; Custodi, 1843, p. 53n;
Capra, 2002, p. 586]. The lady hidden in the hospital was the beacon of his
Enlightenment.
Two years later, Agnesi finally passed into history, which had already claimed so many of
her admirers. For a period her quarters in the Pio Albergo Trivulzio were identified as the
“room previously inhabited by the deceased Maria Gaetana Agnesi.”57 It never became the
kind of shrine her most fervent admirers felt she merited. The inscription placed by her fam-
ily in the cemetery of Campo Santo fuori Porta Romana, where she was buried, offered a
modest tribute to a woman who had died as she wished to live, upholding to the very end
the virtues of a simple life lived on behalf of others.7. Writing Agnesi’s life
The task of commemorating Agnesi fell to Don Anton Francesco Frisi (1734–1817),
younger brother of Paolo and, as of 1777, Canon and Theologian of Santo Stefano Mag-
giore in Milan and Apostolic Protonotary. A theologian, archivist, and church historian,57 ASM, Trivulzio. Nuovo archivio. 35 (16 April 1799 and 3 January 1803).
Fig. 5. Portrait of Agnesi in Anton Francesco Frisi’s biography, 1799. Source: Anton Francesco
Frisi, Elogio storico di d[onn]a Maria Gaetana Agnesi Milanese dell’Accademia dell’Instituto delle
scienze, e lettrice onoraria di matematiche nella Università di Bologna (Milan, 1799). Courtesy of
Special Collections, Stanford University Libraries
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her youngest and closest brother Giuseppe, which dated back to their schooldays, he had
personally known Agnesi. Upon returning to Milan, he had lived with his brother Paolo
and had been privy to Verri’s musings about the neglect of Agnesi. The younger Frisi
was intimately involved in preserving Verri’s vision of Milan’s destiny, having taken on
the obligation of editing the second volume of Verri’s History of Milan after his friend’s
death in 1797 (Baldini, 1960-present). It seemed natural that Frisi should give Agnesi the
posthumous monument she deserved, creating a rich and multi-dimensional account of
her life.
Agnesi died in January 1799, and Frisi completed his biography by May. (Figure 5) Her
sole surviving brother, Giuseppe, not only provided him with personal recollections of his
beloved sister but also opened the family archive to his friend, who himself possessed some
original Agnesi manuscripts, having inherited his brother Paolo’s papers. Thus Frisi was
able to write a biography of Agnesi that far surpassed earlier efforts, such as Mazzucchelli’s
brief life of 1758 or Soresi’s scattered praise of Agnesi in his treatise on the education of
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Ambrosiana, which inherited her papers from her descendents in 1831 [Masotti, 1940,
p. 122]. Using this material, Frisi was able to fully document the life of a woman who
deserved to be remembered for multiple reasons but especially, he told his readers, for “her
noteworthy and most exemplary Christian life” [Frisi, 1799, p. 6] Underscoring his intimate
access to Agnesi, from the height of her fame as a scholar until the very end of her life, Frisi
offered a personal perspective on the evolution of her life’s work with a scholar’s eye for the
significance of the manuscripts she left behind, which were now in her brother’s custody.58
While he could not present himself as Agnesi’s confessor, in the tradition of medieval clerics
who wrote the lives of women saints, Frisi consciously drew upon elements of saintly hagi-
ography to write his biography of a learned and pious woman.
Frisi’s Agnesi was a natural talent. She first purloined her learning from her brother
Giacomo, absorbing his Latin lessons with great facility. She quickly earned the right to
study with her own tutors and yet, as her accomplishments multiplied and her fame grew,
Frisi assured readers that she retained her “Christian modesty,” even as she became the lead-
ing example justifying the merits of women’s education. If her native ability and curiosity
were the first miracle of Agnesi’s life, her famous modesty, coupled with the respect accorded
to her by learned men, was the second “miraculous thing” [Frisi, 1799, pp. 12, 35]. Halfway
through his reconstruction of her life, Frisi observed that her philosophical and mathemat-
ical accomplishments alone were sufficient reason to write her biography. Yet he was also
greatly admiring of the way in which this product of “Excellent Masters” had herself become
a great teacher, having observed the results of her pedagogy firsthand in the education of her
brother Giuseppe. Frisi was the first to comment on Agnesi’s “method” of instruction,
observing the results in her youngest brother. It contained an ideal balance of ancient and
modern learning, Latin grammar and eloquence coupled with a broad, diverse, and rigorous
understanding of science [Frisi, 1799, pp. 16, 63–64]. Frisi saw her not solely as a product of
the Catholic Enlightenment but also as an active proponent of its values and aspirations.
Frisi particularly explored these issues in his delicate portrayal of Agnesi’s relationship
with her father. While presenting her as a model of filial obedience, he nonetheless cele-
brated her liberation from these obligations in 1752, which forced her to pretend to be
something that she was not, namely a woman of society comfortable with her celebrity.
There is a latent, indeed brewing rebellion in his biography of Agnesi that underscores
the values to which his generation aspired, namely a critique of the Ancien Régime. Agnesi
offered no overt rebellion against her father’s way of seeing the world. Yet her conduct sys-
tematically undermined the very premise that wealth, nobility, and learning were ends wor-
thy unto themselves. Frisi’s account of the second half of her life left no doubt that her
“miraculous frugality” was a rejection of social values [Frisi, 1799, p. 73]. Agnesi’s obsessive
quest for a modest lifestyle made her voluntary downward mobility a virtuous byproduct of
her desire to humble herself in assistance to the less fortunate. In contrast, Frisi’s account of
the involuntary downward mobility of the family became an object lesson in the economic
futility of Ancien Régime society, which bankrupted younger generations forced to main-
tain a costly and unproductive family patrimony. Agnesi’s success and her family’s failure
were very much on his mind as a parable of Milan at the end of the 18th century.58 Frisi first met Agnesi in 1748 when her brother began to attend the Barnabite school with him, in
which his elder brother, Verri, and many other important figures of the Milanese Enlightenment
studied [Frisi, 1799, p. 63].
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benevolence made her famous beyond Milan, Frisi never forgot that she was “among the best
mathematicians of the century” [Frisi, 1799, pp. 94, 90]. He began his eulogy by enumerating
Agnesi’s academic credentials and concluded by reproducing the full report of the mathema-
ticians of the Paris Academy of Sciences on her Analytical Institutions. Highlighting her
unique standing as the most learned of Milanese women and the only one to receive institu-
tional recognition for her accomplishments, Frisi expressed his intellectual pride in Agnesi the
scholar while reserving his spiritual admiration for her devotion to the poor and infirm of
their city. In certain respects, his biography was a revision of the most recent account
of her life which appeared in an anonymous publication on women’s education, Disgraces
of Lady Urania or Female Studies (1793). Written by the conservative Piedmontese scholar
and composer Benvenuto Robbio, Count of San Raffaele (1735–1794), the Disgraces of Lady
Urania attacked the cult of female learning. He dedicated his book to Agnesi, concluding his
assault on the idea of the philosophical woman with her biography. Robbio explained that he
had decided to dedicate his work to Agnesi because she was a “Christian heroine” who
exemplified his goal of “dissuading females from study” through her “miraculous example”
[Robbio di San Raffaele, 1793, p. 123]. He admired from afar her withdrawal from the world
of scholarship and pursuit of aspirations better suited to the female sex.
While politely acknowledging Robbio’s admiration for Agnesi, Frisi explicitly disagreed
with the Piedmontese scholar’s conclusions about the limitations and perils of women’s
learning. Invoking Agnesi’s 1727 oration on women’s education, which she translated into
Latin at the tender age of nine and whose content she more forcefully made her own as part
of her Philosophical Propositions of 1738, Frisi tartly observed that Agnesi’s own words and
deeds explicitly contradicted Robbio’s assumptions about the exceptionality of her accom-
plishments [Frisi, 1799, p. 14n1; also pp. 69–70]. She herself had been inspired by earlier
women and served as an inspiration to her contemporaries, male and female, and not just
because of her piety. Robbio firmly declared that women were capable of comprehending
mystical writings but not scholastic theology. Frisi underscored the importance of theolog-
ical study to Agnesi’s life and the recognition she received for this learning as the sole
woman invited by the Archbishop of Milan Giuseppe Pozzobonelli to render judgment
on the doctrinal problems of a prohibited book in 1742 [Frisi, 1799, pp. 75–77; Mazzotti,
2008, pp. 87–90]. His biography sought to negate the idea that she represented a retrench-
ment from the arguments in favor of women’s education. Indeed, Frisi vociferously con-
demned the idea that she had withdrawn from science and mathematics because of the
poor reception of her work. There was enough interest in Agnesi’s life to inspire a French
translation of Frisi’s biography in 1807 (Frisi, 1807).
The sheer quantity of popular biographies written about Agnesi in the 19th and early
20th century suggests how fascinating her life became for multiple audiences (Berger,
1898). Agnesi the forerunner of the modern woman of science, Agnesi the pedagogue
(a kind of proto-Maria Montessori), and Agnesi the quasi-saint all had their place in this
historiography, if not always in the same location [Masotti, 1940, p. 116n2].59 There was a
certain desire to exaggerate the importance of her principal publication, leading Giulio
Carcano to insist on the enduring utility of the Analytical Institutions as late as 1870, argu-
ing that it continued to be used in many Italian schools—a claim that does not seem to be59 Analyzing Masotti’s list, Cupillari identifies 35 Italian publications on Agnesi between 1821 and
1939 [Cupillari, 2007, p. 209].
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a brief excerpt in a 1983 edition of 18th-century Italian scientific texts [Cavazza, 1997, Vol.
1, p. 195; Anzoletti, 1900; Altieri Biagi and Basile, 1983]. Despite the quantity of publica-
tions on Agnesi, with the important exception of Anzoletti’s biography of 1900 and
Masotti’s article on 1940 and his critical edition of Frisi’s biography with Giuseppina
Masotti in 1965, little effort was made to do new archival research on Agnesi until the past
two decades.60 Even Tilche’s 1984 biography and Truesdall’s 1989 article largely rely on
sources unearthed by previous scholarship. Scholars interested in Agnesi in the 1990s—and
I count myself among them, having read the article on Agnesi in the 1988 volume commem-
orating the presence of women in the history of the University of Bologna and briefly worked
with her manuscripts the following year [Vettori Sandor, 1988]—were frustrated in the
advancement of their research by the closure of the Biblioteca Ambrosiana from 1990 until
1997. Renewed access to Agnesi’s principal manuscripts and further research into the family’s
circumstances and the institutional records of the Pio Albergo Trivulzio in the Archivio di
Stato have substantially increased our understanding of Agnesi’s world. This new work first
made its appearance in two volumes commemorating the 200th anniversary of her death,
which introduced readers to the inventory of the family library, her will, and a number of
other documents, which now form the cornerstone of her new biography [Bellù et al., 1999;
Germano Pinardi, 1999]. Since Minonzio’s essay first appeared as a lengthy article in 2000,
it also must be counted among this first wave of new publications [Minonzio, 2006].
Almost a decade later, Agnesi has emerged both as a more serious figure in the history of
mathematics—a result that surely would have pleased Masotti—and as a fascinating
byproduct of the Milanese Enlightenment. Both Minonzio and Cupillari have fully embed-
ded Agnesi in the history of mathematics, giving us a far more complex understanding of
the intellectual traditions from which she emerged and to which she contributed. Minonzio
offers us the most detailed account to date of the Italian tradition of mathematical text-
books in the 18th century, greatly enhancing our understanding of Agnesi’s Analytical Insti-
tutions as a contribution to this project; his careful bibliographic work, coupled with
attentiveness to the origins of key bits of misinformation about Agnesi repeated throughout
the centuries, suggests his strengths as an intellectual historian. Cupillari instead offers us
the texts themselves. She has edited a well-chosen set of excerpts from the Analytical Insti-
tutions and combined them with the first English translation of Frisi’s biography, as edited
by the Masottis. She additionally offers readers a practicing mathematician’s view of the
nature of Agnesi’s accomplishment. While I might ideally have wanted Cupillari to work
more closely with an editor to polish aspects of her translation, she has done an important
service in making Agnesi accessible to new generations of students and other interested
readers who want to go to the sources themselves but do not have the ability to plow
through the Italian and Latin originals, or who need some guidance in approaching Col-
son’s English translation, which is now available on Google Books.
Mazzotti takes an entirely different approach. His biography of Agnesi is an experiment
in microhistory, since it is more a biography of a moment than of an individual.61 In his60 Readers may find the critical review by Ettore Verga of Anzoletti’s book interesting as an early
example of the kind of debate that writing her biography engendered [Verga, 1900].
61 I owe this phrase to Carol Pal who uses it to describe the world of philosophical and writing
women in the mid-17th century [Pal, 2007].
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etrable world. Mazzotti is especially concerned with the reconstruction of Agnesi’s world-
view. He does not tell the story of her life from beginning to end, though all of these
ingredients are there, but emphasizes the thematic potential of this material for making
comprehensible the nature of her learning, its meaning to her society, and the degree to
which she emerged as the product of familial ambition, clerical scholarly networks, and per-
haps a certain degree of personal ambition. Mazzotti’s deft reconstruction of Milan at the
height of its Enlightenment emphasizes the importance of mathematics in the moderniza-
tion of this society by establishing it as a field of knowledge that connected many different
sectors. While not designed to be a comprehensive portrait of Agnesi, Mazzotti’s treatment
of her is by far the most sophisticated biography that we have of this fascinating woman.
Written with a deliberate economy that at times leaves readers wanting more than he offers,
his book is cultural history of mathematics at its best.
Let me conclude by suggesting several potential avenues of future research suggested by
reading these three books together. First, I continue to think that we need to do a closer
textual analysis of Agnesi’s Analytical Institutions in relationship to the work of Rampinelli,
the Riccati family, and other mathematicians of this era. Doing this kind of analysis will
allow us to refine further our assessment of the exact nature of Agnesi’s contribution
and its influence. Second, we should continue to explore her impact on her society. Whom
did she inspire and why? How did they know about her and what did they do with this
knowledge? I would not be surprised to discover other instances that echo the case of Scarl-
atti, who saw herself as the next Agnesi. The interplay between the writing of her biography
in the 19th century and women’s mathematical education in the same period deserves fur-
ther study.
Finally, we might consider Agnesi’s historical legacy for our own era. Anzoletti’s reasons
for writing a biography of Agnesi at the beginning of the 20th century merit closer scrutiny
in relationship to the reasons that produced a series of Fascist biographies, and both
deserve to be read in light of the feminist rediscovery of Agnesi in the late 20th century.
The current work on Agnesi has the signal virtue of being ecumenical by comparison, a his-
tory for the sake of understanding the past more than a history to demonstrate a point
about the present. Yet the fact that Agnesi has inspired so much impassioned historical
writing, mythologizing, and debate over her merits is one of the reasons she is worth study-
ing. We cannot simply reduce her legacy to a misnamed curve.
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